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The growth story
India is seeing a strengthening economic recovery led by consumption. India’s
GDP numbers for the quarter January-March 2016 stood at 7.9% as against 7.2%
a year ago, thereby reinforcing its position as the fastest growing economy in the
world. In fact, it is one of the highest rates of quarterly growth in recent years.
China had this sort of rate of growth for a couple of decades. But today, India’s
strong 7.9% growth in the fourth quarter comes at a time when China has reported
a 6.7% in the March quarter — its slowest growth in last seven years. If India can
manage to continue the growth story, there is no reason why India cannot become
one of the largest economies in the world.
However, according to the recent CSO data, the IIP of manufacturing registered
a growth rate of 2% during the whole year of 2015-16, due to the continued
weakness in capital goods production and lack of capacity addition. Overall, the
manufacturing sector grew by 9.3% in 2015-16, lower than the 9.5% projection.
The big question is, can India sustain this growth momentum over the next
decade, to achieve its true growth potential and reach the point where China is
today? The answer is definitely “yes”, provided the country focuses on overcoming
the hurdles, the obvious ones being poor infrastructure, less job creation
opportunities, inadequate access to advanced technology (especially in SMEs),
etc. And all these problems will need concrete measures to be effective in the long
run. Lets work together to achieve this and keep fingers crossed! In the meanwhile,
enjoy reading this issue of EM, packed with new technology information, market
trends, experts’ views, and much more…
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MARKET | NEWS

Aequs receives contract for titanium components

Haas organises Open House & Demo Days

In a boost to the ‘Make in India’ programme, Airbus has recently contracted
Aequs Aerospace to supply over 1,00,000 titanium machined parts for the
A320neo (new engine option)
programme. These parts will
be delivered to the Airbus
plant in Toulouse, France,
where they will be assembled
onto the pylon structure,
used to mount engines on
the aircraft wing. This supply
contract positions Aequs for
substantial growth as a
The supply contract positions Aequs for
significant tier-1 supplier to
substantial growth
Airbus. The company will
perform the work at its stateof-the-art 1,00,000 sq ft (approximately 9,300 sq m) aerospace machining
facility at the special economic zone in Belagavi, Karnataka. The facility
was inaugurated last year by Manohar Parrikar, Hon’ble Defence Minister of
India and is the largest facility-of-its-kind in India. It was built to manufacture
aerospace machined components for Airbus. “This contract for specialised
titanium components underpins our commitment to expand our aerospace
supplier partnerships in consonance with the ‘Make in India’ initiative,” said
Srinivasan Dwarakanath, President, Airbus Division, India.

Haas recently organised the Haas Demo Day and Open House in Mumbai.
The Demo Day attracted roughly 800 visitors from 500 companies, with
delegations from Maharashtra, Gujarat and New Delhi. Here, the visitors
were able to witness the latest generation Haas CNC machines, VF-2 &
ST-35. Premiering for the first time was the new-generation control
from Haas. With 5 exhibitors displaying their latest products and
technical experts in attendance from major tooling, work holding,
accessories, CAD/CAM, measurement and probing manufacturers, the
Mumbai Demo Day lived up to its expectation. The first-of-its-kind, the
open house was hosted at
the PhillipsCNC technical
centre in Navi Mumbai.
The multi-brand Open
House was inaugurated by
industry expert, Nishikant
Ahire, CMD, AMT Group.
This event showcased the
latest technologies in
The events witnessed the latest technology
milling, turning, honing,
display, for enhancing quality & productivity grinding and measuring
with experts-on-hand to
provide solutions, helping manufacturers enhance their quality and
productivity.

Building national competitiveness

Graebert launces ARES Commander 2016

Dr Naushad Forbes, the newly elected President of Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII), recently shared the CII theme, vision and focus areas, at a
press conference, emphasising the six key areas of focus, which form the
enablers for building national competitiveness. The six areas are human
development, corporate integrity and good citizenship, ease of doing
business, innovation and technical capability, sustainability and global
integration. According
to Dr Forbes, India is
expected to remain the
fastest growing large
economy of the world,
with a GDP growth of
around 8% in 2016-17.
“Our
focus
on
manufacturing will go a
step further to identify
The CII theme & vision was shared at the event
specific manufacturing
sectors in which India
can be a global leader and CII will provide a strategic roadmap to meet this
objective,” said Dr Forbes. Further, CII will also develop a diagnostic tool for
assessing firm-level competitiveness in Indian manufacturing. “This tool
will enable us to integrate with our centres of excellence for both advisory
services as well as capacity building,” he added.

Graebert has recently announced the availability of the 2016 version of its
acclaimed ARES Commander 2D/3D CAD package in India. ARES Commander
2016, which runs on 32 and 64-bit Windows, Mac and Linux operating
systems, is an advanced DWG-based CAD
software with path-breaking features and
tools. The company also announced the
launch of ARES Touch, world’s only CAD
solution for Android and iOS mobile
devices. It is a professional CAD solution,
using the acclaimed CAD engine powering
ARES Commander. In addition, Graebert
India, announced major investment plans
to expand the Indian operations. Speaking
on the same, Surya Sarda, Director—
Marketing and Business Development,
Sarda informed that, the
Graebert India, said, “India is important
company has already invested for Graebert’s future growth, both in terms
$4 million in India
of developing new path-breaking products
and business opportunities. The company
has already invested $4 million in India and plans to further invest $5
million to expand the capacity of the India business to meet growth needs.”
The company has devised a four-pronged strategy to sustain 100% CAGR
growth over the next five years.
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WIDIA completes 90 years

Kalyani Group to join hands with Beretta

WIDIA celebrated its 90th anniversary recently. Speaking on the occasion,
Srikanth Ganapathy, DGM—Business Development and Channel
Management, WIDIA, said, “WIDIA came
into existence in 1925 with a vision to
become the partner of choice for the
global metalworking industry.” In India,
the brand started its journey in 1967 with
the facility to manufacture carbide cutting
tools at Bengaluru. But, today, it has
become the oldest and most trusted brand
across the metal working industry and
has more than 90 years of presence in the
global market. “We address the customer
needs like profitability by providing
Our vision is to become the
innovative products, latest technologies
partner of choice for the
and expertise engineering services, which
global metalworking industry, is backed with its integrated manufacturing
shared Ganapathy
facility. WIDIA helps customers to have an
edge in the competitive scenario by
offering complete solutions for all their machining needs across the
sectors like transportation, general engineering, aerospace, energy &
railways. It is the 90th year of celebration for us globally, and I would like
to thank everybody who supported us along the way,” added Ganapathy.

Kalyani Group is in advanced talks to form a partnership with Italybased firearms manufacturer, Fabbrica D’armi Pietro Beretta SPA to
provide small arms to the Indian army. The Kalyani Group feels the need
to give best-in-class
solution
to
the
country’s small arms
section and wants to
equip
the
Indian
security forces with
the best-in-the-world
The agreement will ensure development and
arms. Beretta will
production of high-end small arms
transfer its defence
technology to India,
thereby, pushing the ‘Make in India’ initiative. The agreement will ensure
development and production of high-end small arms across the country.
Speaking on the partnership, Amit Kalyani, Executive Director, Kalyani
Group, said, “We are getting into developing and manufacturing other
high-technology systems. To make this possible, we have formed a joint
venture with Israel’s Rafael Advanced Defence Systems Limited.”
Kalyani Group plans to invest about `1,000 crore over the next three
years in the domestic market, with investments of over `300 crore a
year planned across industry verticals. The company is the supplier of
components and subsystems to the Indian army.

Conference on automation, robotics and sensing

KEPL shipped API BB4 pumps to Mirfa

ICAARS 2016 recently announced that it will host the international
conference on advancements in automation, robotics and sensing on June
23-24, 2016, in the Department of Robotics
& Automation Engineering at PSG College
of Technology, Coimbatore. Robotics and
automation is the key technology of the
future, with applications in a wide spectrum
of sectors from strategic areas like
aerospace, defence and atomic energy to
services like hospitality and healthcare.
This conference intends to provide a
platform for academia and industry
The conference will cover
worldwide to come together and share the
industries in a wide
current knowledge and practice innovation
spectrum of sectors
in the field of robotics, automation and
sensing. ICAARS 2016 has also announced
a pre-conference workshop that has been planned to complement the
technological advancements in the field of robotics on June 22, 2016, at the
same venue. The objective of the workshop will be to provide a platform for
researchers, industrial experts, academicians and practicing engineers to
exchange information related to technological advances in the field of
robotics. This will help the modern industry, researchers and academicians
to face challenges of increasing globalisation and competitiveness.

Kirloskar Ebara Pumps Ltd has recently completed the testing of highpressure ring section
type boiler feed water
pump with 3.9 MW
motor. These pumps are
for 1,400 MW greenfield
combined-cycle power
generation plant—Mirfa
Independent Water &
Power Company, Abu
The pumps are for Mirfa Independent Water &
Dhabi (UAE). The testing
Power Company, Abu Dhabi
of high-pressure boiler
feed pump took place
at Kirloskarvadi, Maharashtra, which was witnessed by officials from
various users and EPCs of the power industry. KEPL pump model 250 X 200
KBDH is an 8-stage pump designed for high pressure boiler feed water
application. Speaking on the same, Aseem Srivastava, MD, KEPL, said,
“Supply of these water pumps to Mirfa Independent Water & Power Company
is a great achievement for us. We are glad to manufacture and supply the
biggest boiler feed water pump from our state-of-the-art manufacturing
facility at Kirloskarvadi.” The Mirfa Independent Water and Power Plant
(IWPP) has a total combined net power capacity within the range of 1,400
and 1,600 MW of power generation.
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PTC introduces newest version of ThingWorx®

SCHUNK re-launches its website

PTC recently announced the availability of ThingWorx 7, the latest version

of its Internet of Things (IoT) platform. New features of ThingWorx 7 include
an enhanced set of tools for managing connected products, powerful new
analytics capabilities, support of public clouds, and simplified platform
components that make it easier for developers to use their preferred tools
to experiment with, prototype, and develop new IoT solutions. “ThingWorx
7, rich with new features, allows developers to more easily capitalise on the
promise of the Internet of Things by rapidly prototyping and building
impactful IoT applications,” said Rob Gremley, President—Technology
Platform Group, PTC. ThingWorx 7 improves on PTC’s market leadership
and technological prowess with new tools and features to help companies
get the most value out of their connected strategies. “As an open, flexible
platform, ThingWorx also gives developers the freedom to build with their
preferred tools and create solutions that work with their existing device
cloud infrastructure. The latest version enables companies to accelerate IoT
application development and to fully realise the value of their investment in
IoT initiatives,” he added.

SCHUNK has recently re-launched the company website—
www.schunk.com. Whether via PC, tablet or smartphone, the interface
allows users to quickly and
easily find the suitable
components
for
their
projects.
Navigation
is
facilitated by convenient
search options based on key
words, products, industries
and main topics. All relevant
With its responsive design, the website
technical information is
automatically adapts to the individual
available down to the variant
user’s end device
level. In addition, the website
is packed with supplementary
information on the specific components. The content includes everything
from technical data and CAT files in 2D and 3D formats to application
photos and videos, catalogs, operating manuals and accessories.
Numerous best practice examples provide a comprehensive overview of
the diverse applications for SCHUNK modules and solutions – from
metalworking through automotive, food processing and electrical
engineering to optics, medical technology and wood machining. The site
also provides extensive information about the company and its
partnership with the company's brand ambassador, Jens Lehmann.

Promoting bilateral trade between India & Taiwan

Positive trend for machine tool orders

Taipei World Trade Centre (TWTC) brings together Taiwan Machine Tool
Industry, Ambattur Industrial Estate Manufacturers Association (AIEMA)
and
National
Small
Industries
Corporation
(NSIC) at ACMEE 2016 to
be held on June 16-20,
2016, at Chennai. This is
the 12th edition of the
exhibition that will serve
as a great bilateral trade
platform for automobile,
aerospace, automation engineering, ancillaries, consultancy and services,
machinery, machine tools, electrical, electronics, energy and environment.
The representatives of world’s six leading machine tools and accessories
brands from Taiwan – YCM, FFG, EXCETEK, TONGTAI, HIWIN and CHAIN
HEADWAY will present their high-quality innovations and total
manufacturing solutions for India's aerospace and automotive industries.
The event will also see various technical sessions, product presentations,
launches and social networking evenings. As per George Lin, Director,
Taipei World Trade Centre, Chennai, “In recent years, the Indian
Government has implemented several schemes to nurture human capacity
for advanced research and technological development in the country.
Such initiatives make India lucrative, catering to this dynamic market.”

In the first quarter of 2016, the index of machine tool orders in Italy,
processed by the Studies Dept of UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE,
registered a 14.3% increase,
compared with the same period
of the previous year. The overall
outcome was mainly due to the
excellent performances achieved
in the Italian market; a positive
response also came from the
foreign markets. In particular, the
index of orders collected in the
foreign markets recorded a 1.7%
A positive trend has been registered by rise vs January-March 2015. A
the manufacturers in the Italian market much more significant upturn
was reported with regard to the
collection of domestic orders, grown by 31.8%, compared with the same
period of the previous year. Therefore, the positive trend, registered by the
manufacturers in the Italian market has extended to eleven consecutive
quarters. As per Luigi Galdabini, President, UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE,
“In these first months of the year, the demand for machine tools is getting
stronger and is growing again considerably, after the slight slowdown
experienced in the last period of 2015. All this proves that end users,
especially the Italian ones, are willing to invest.”
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Your go-to for aerospace machining requirements

ESPRIT CAM software provides highly rated solutions for the aerospace market. The
development team has come up with specific features and functionalities in the software
which helps companies maximise the productivity of their machine tool investments.
Companies that invest in complex machine tools quickly
see the advantages of mill-turn and complex 5-axis machines
that perform multiple milling and turning operations on a
single machine tool. For the Indian aerospace manufacturing
industry, this is an opportunity as well as a threat. It is an
opportunity for those who can innovate, adopt high-level
technologies, implement best practices and invest in change.
Aerospace, being a high-end machining
sector needs the best machine tools,
cutting tools, coolants, CAD/CAM
software and experienced engineers
and operators.
What these companies also see is
the need for a powerful CAM system
to handle the complex programming
that factors into the mill-turn and 5-axis milling equation.
The requirement for CAM software has been increasing at
great pace because every single company wants to utilise
their maximum machine capabilities. If you buy a costly
multi-tasking machine and are unable to utilise its maximum
features and capabilities, then it is a waste for the company.
A multi-tasking machine or a 5-axis milling machine needs
the best CAM software to make sure that all its functionalities
are being used to the maximum extent.
ESPRIT CAM software provides highly-rated solutions
for the aerospace market. The development team has come
up with specific features and functionalities in the software,
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which caters to the aerospace market. Partnerships with big
machine tool players like DMG-Mori Seiki, Mazak, Okuma,
Nakamura-tome, Starrag, BFW, Citizen, Brother, Tsugami,
etc greatly help the software. These partnerships provide
the best solutions for these complex machines.
Here are seven reasons why companies turn to ESPRIT
to maximise the productivity of machine tool investments:
t Accurate G codes
t Proven post processors
t One user interface
t Synchronisation & automation
t Full machine simulation
t Flexible 5-axis milling option
t D
 esignated modules for aerospace
& medical industry
ESPRIT CAM software provides companies a one-stop
solution for all its machining requirements. It’s one of those
CAM softwares where you don’t have to learn different
interfaces, if you are adopting any new module. With its
new developments in the 5-axis complex milling and its new
cycles, the CAM software has become even stronger in
machining complex components.
ESPRIT’s complete machine tool solution includes the
ability to import virtually any CAD file, provide realistic
simulations and deliver accurate G-codes. Also included are
ESPRIT’s factory-certified post processors for almost every
machine tool. ☐
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“Providing value to employees”
…says Ryan Milosh, Vice President—Sales and Marketing, THORS. In this interaction
with Megha Roy, he points out the widespread e-learning solutions used by shopfloor
employees in India, and discusses how these solutions can bridge the skill gap.
Safety, security, productivity and quality are the major challenges
faced in the manufacturing industry today. How do the online
learning modules from your company address such challenges?
We have developed courses that focus on specific manufacturing
processes. These courses provide not just the ‘how’, but the
‘what’ and ‘why’ of the system, equipment and material. This
knowledge allows learners to ask better questions, understand
defect causes, attack efficiency and quality concerns, all to the
benefit of productivity.
Last year, THORS launched first in
a series of quality specific courses called
Measurement Concepts. The aforementioned
course in combination with measurement
tools & practices and quality control tools,
to be launched in 2016, will provide a robust
offering to quality personnel on product/
part measurement, root cause resolution,
troubleshooting and defect analysis.
How does the Learning Management System
benefit the manufacturing firms? What are
the mediums of online learning offered?
THORS’ LMS solution allows for companies
to combine their internal training material with THORS courses
to create curricula that are directly applicable and valuable to
their employees. THORS acts as the administrator of the LMS
and sets up the reporting and curricula for our customers.
All our courses are constructed in the industry standard
SCORM format. A typical course contains text, pictures,
graphics and animations. Every course is built with a preassessment quiz, end of chapter quizzes, and final test to verify
that the learning was effective and qualifies the learner for a
certificate. Courses can range in size, but typically they are
between 4-7 hours of material that can be completed, all at
once or in small sections based on the learner’s preference.
What are the most popular e-learning solutions used by
shopfloor employees in India? How does this solution enhance
workforce productivity?
Some popular courses utilised by companies in India are
the engineering drawings and metal castings courses. Our
Engineering Drawings Foundation course teaches how to
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properly read a mechanical print. The course adds the specific
details that would be seen on a machining print and furthers
the learner knowledge of this specific print type. We have
supplemental engineering drawing courses for castings and
gearing as well, with additional courses being developed.
Another heavily utilised group of courses are the metal castings
courses. An example would be our Green Sand Systems, Ductile
Iron Fundamentals and Bonded Sand Molding courses. These
are material and processes-specific courses
that directly apply to a foundry worker or a
company who purchases castings.
Communication between departments
has greatly improved due to a baseline
technical know-how and the ability to
describe and solve problems with increased
speed. Shopfloor employees now can catch
a mistake on an engineering drawing,
understand the fundamentals of how to
measure a part, or spot a defect in the metal.
In today’s scenario, the manufacturing
industry faces an acute shortage of the
required level of skill set/practical knowledge.
How do e-learning solutions act as a bridge to the skill gap?
THORS online learning courses are developed using Subject
Matter Experts (SMEs). By taking this experience and
transforming it into organised, interactive and measurable
courses, we are able to apply this knowledge to a new generation
of learners. With the information from these experts now
available in an engaging and widely scalable platform, an
employer can implement the pertinent coursework to 1
employee or 1000.
Which industry vertical does your company’s e-learning solution
cater to? Going forward, what will be your future projects?
THORS has a wide variety of courses that apply to many
industries. We have customers in the automotive, aerospace,
foundry, trucking, material handling, agriculture, mechanical
power transmission, machining, fasteners, energy, pump and
general industrial segments, to name a few. Looking forward,
we are developing courses for the tire & rubber, plastics,
Additive Manufacturing and electrical systems industries. ☐
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TECHNOLOGY

CUSTOMISED MANUFACTURING

I m ag e s c ou rt es y : Stratasys

Made easy with 3D printing

The fundamental objectives of manufacturing—improve quality, decrease cycle time and
reduce costs—are the primary reasons that jigs and fixtures are so abundant. It doesn’t
matter if the operation is fully automated or entirely manual; jigs and fixtures are
deployed throughout manufacturing operations with the goal of reducing costs, while
accelerating production processes. The feature discusses how to realise an extreme
reduction in time and cost by making custom manufacturing tools via 3D printing.
18
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According to Thogus’ quality control manager,
it is simpler, faster and less expensive
to make its own FDM fixtures than to
outsource them to a machine shop

When expanded beyond jigs and fixtures to include all
manufacturing tools that serve as operational aids, they are
even more widespread. They range from organisational bins
and tool holders for 5S (a workplace organisational
methodology) to templates, guides and gauges. They include
sophisticated robotic end-effectors (grippers) and
rudimentary trays, bins and sorters for conveyance and
transportation. No matter the name, description or
application, manufacturing tools increase profit and
efficiency, while maintaining quality.
Even though manufacturing tools are widespread, many
manufacturing facilities don’t use these tools to their fullest.
Making them takes time, labour and money. To stretch
limited resources, there is an option: 3D printing, also
known as Additive Manufacturing. It is simple and
automated, fast and inexpensive. This allows you to deploy
more jigs and fixtures, while gaining the ability to optimise
their performance.

Lowering the barrier
By simply substituting 3D printing for your current
methods of making jigs and fixtures, you can reduce their
cost and accelerate delivery. In these terms alone, 3D
printing systems are easily justified with short payback
periods. But this ignores the larger impact on the bottom
line. 3D printing lowers the threshold for justifying a new
tool, which allows you to address unmet needs throughout
the production process. If you were to look around the
manufacturing floor, assembly area and quality control lab,
how many new opportunities would you find for a jig or a
fixture? What would the value be? Could it:
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Reduce scrap and rework?
Decrease direct labour time?
Improve process throughput?
Improve process control and repeatability?
And with respect to the bottomline, how much more
profit would the company gain?
More importantly, why aren’t jigs or fixtures currently
being used in these operations if they have value? Most
likely, they were not justifiable. Although there is a benefit
in having the jig or fixture, the return on investment (ROI)
isn’t large enough to warrant the effort. You may have found
that your time and money were better spent elsewhere. Since
there is never enough time in the day or money in the budget
to do everything you would like to do, the decision to build
a manufacturing tool puts priority on the:
t Processes that aren’t possible without a jig or a fixture
t Most obvious and urgent needs
t Largest threats and most likely problems
t Quickest to implement and produce results
t Easiest to implement
Deciding when and where to use a jig or a fixture is no
different from any of the other daily decisions we make.
Action is taken when value outweighs investment or when
the path has little resistance.
3D printing lowers the justification threshold by increasing
your ROI and decreasing the obstacles between a great idea
and a solution. It does this by simplifying the process,
lowering the cost and decreasing lead time.
When using fused deposition modelling (FDM®) as the
3D printing approach to make jigs and fixtures, the process
has just three steps: prepare the CAD file, build the tool and
post-process it. Unlike conventional fabrication methods,
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When machined fixtures were quoted at $12,000 and
seven days, Thermal Dynamics opted to make them
with FDM to save $10,000 and several days

FDM requires little experience and minimal direct labour.
In many cases, jigs and fixtures are manufactured with only
15 minutes of hands-on labour. More importantly, they are
manufactured with little training on how the process works
and no need for prior experience. Combined, this makes
FDM an ideal ‘self-serve’ option for jigs and fixtures.
According to Natalie Williams, Quality Manager at Thogus
Products, an injection moulder that specialises in lowvolume manufacturing and highly-engineered materials, “It
is so much easier for me to model a fixture and print it
myself than it is to design it and work through an outside
machine shop.”
Thus, 3D printing lowers the threshold so that
manufacturers can put more jigs and fixtures with optimised
designs into service.
For Thogus, 3D printing is easy and fast. “For one 12cavity CMM fixture, the lead time, if outsourced, was 7 to 10
days. I built it overnight,” she says. Manufacturers, using
FDM to create custom manufacturing tools, often experience
lead-time reduction from 40 to 90%.
3D printing can also increase ROI substantially by
reducing the cost of a jig or a fixture. Typically, companies
realise savings of 70 to 90%, when compared to outsourced
fixtures that are machined or fabricated. For Thogus’
12-cavity fixture, the savings were 87%. “The machine shop
wanted $1,500 for the fixture. I made it for less than $200 in
materials,” says Williams.
Making the tool fabrication process faster and more
affordable, 3D printing will increase the number of jigs,
fixtures and other manufacturing tools, which will improve
the bottomline. 3D printing can also optimise manufacturing
tool performance. Before 3D printing, designs that were
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sufficient to do the job were acceptable for jigs and fixtures.
Due to the expense and effort to redesign and re-manufacture
them, revisions were reserved only for those that did not
work as specified.
Although ‘good enough’ may have added a few seconds to
an operation or increased the scrap rate by a small percentage,
the savings might not have warranted further investment in
the tool. 3D printing changes that thinking. For a few dollars,
it can deliver the next-generation manufacturing tool and
have it in service the next day. A tool that has marginal
performance requires only a little time and initiative to
redesign it. Doing so may only drive out a few seconds from
an assembly operation, for example, but that time adds up. If
the fixture makes 500 items per day per worker, a two-second
savings reduces direct labour by 70 hours per person per year.
For the same part, a one-per cent reduction in scrap would
save 1,250 parts per year. Thus, 3D printing lowers the
threshold so that manufacturers can put more jigs and
fixtures, with optimised designs into service. This drops more
money to your company’s bottomline.

Implementing a 3D printing approach
Before creating your first 3D CAD model and uploading
it to a Fortus® 3D Production System, take materials and
dimensional tolerance into account. While 3D printing is
ideal for many manufacturing tools, it isn’t right for all of
them. The main consideration for materials is whether
plastic will suffice. Traditionally, jigs and fixtures have been
fabricated in metal. For some, metal may be a requirement.
For others, metal may have been just a practical option
because it is conducive to milling, turning, bending and
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By using 3D printing to recreate a gripper with internal
vacuum channels, Digital Mechanics eliminated five
external hoses that hampered operations

fabricating. In this case, 3D printing may be an option. The
range of FDM materials can offer chemical resistance
(petroleum, solvents), thermal resistance (up to 390° F/200° C)
and resilient mechanical properties.
Plastic manufacturing tools may also deliver some
unexpected advantages. For example, Thogus uses FDMmade robotic attachments that absorb impact. In the event
that the robot arm crashes into an obstacle, the FDM part is
likely to isolate the arm from damages, which prevents
expensive repairs and downtime. In another example, BMW
uses plastic, handheld tools because they are lighter and
easier to handle, reducing worker fatigue.
When deciding whether to try 3D printing on some
initial toolmaking projects, for dimensional accuracy, pick
tools requiring tolerances larger than 0.005 inch (0.127
mm). Tighter tolerances are possible, but as a rule, stick
with this value when keeping the process simple.

Design
Your current inventory of jigs and fixtures were designed
with consideration for the capabilities and limitations of the
fabrication methods used to create them. By adhering to
design for manufacturability (DFM) rules, you made them
practical, kept cost to a minimum and made lead times
reasonable. These rules don’t apply to 3D printing. They
have no bearing on time, cost, quality, performance or
practicality. In some cases, adhering to old DFM rules may
actually have the opposite effect. The additive nature of the
process gives you unmatched freedom of design. What may
have been impractical is now realistic and reasonable. Jigs
and fixtures can have complex, feature-laden and freeform
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configurations without adding time and cost. In fact, added
complexity may even reduce cost and time. For example,
pockets, holes and channels reduce material consumption,
build time and total process time.
To leverage 3D printing, let the function and performance
of the jig or fixture dictate the design. Follow the lead of
companies like Digital Mechanics AB and BMW. Digital
Mechanics capitalised on the freedom of design for a vacuumassisted robotic gripper. Conventionally made, the gripper had
external hoses hanging off it. With 3D printing, each finger of
the gripper was given an internal vacuum channel that
eliminated the hoses. For BMW, freedom of design allows
assembly line workers to have a tool that reaches under, behind
and inside the rear of the bumper. Manufacturing engineers
focused solely on the function, which resulted in an organically
shaped bumper-reach tool. Design freedoms can also improve
the ergonomics of manufacturing tools. The weight, balance
and position of the tool have direct effects on technician
comfort, process cycle time and ease of access and storage. To
achieve optimal ergonomics, simply design it into your tools.
For example, BMW redesigned a badge alignment fixture to
improve balance and reduce weight. This reduced worker
strain and improved the cycle time for badge attachment.
One very simple way to leverage the freedom of design is
to consolidate assemblies into single parts. Often, jigs and
fixtures are composed of many pieces. This is unnecessary
with 3D printing. If reproducing an existing tool, start with
a redesign that consolidates as many components as possible
into one piece. If designing a new item, create it as one
piece. Only split off parts when it is advantageous to the
operation of the jig or fixture. Integrating parts into a single
component has many advantages:
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&MJNJOBUFUPMFSBODFDIBMMFOHFT Holding tight tolerances
is costly. If two mating parts are combined into one, then
all costs and concerns about controlling the tolerances
of the mating parts are eliminated.
&MJNJOBUFBTTFNCMZUJNF Assemblies, obviously, must be
assembled. This takes time, especially for one-off items
like jigs & fixtures, where perfect fits are not guaranteed.
.JOJNJTF EPDVNFOUBUJPO BOE PWFSIFBE The sum of
the parts is less than the whole when it comes to time
and cost. Consolidating parts reduces costs for actions
such as design, documentation, quoting, ordering and
inventory management.

Management
No longer consider your jigs, fixtures and other
manufacturing tools as assets. Instead, think of them as
expenses and disposable. As assets, jigs and fixtures are stored
(inventoried) between uses. They remain in inventory until
the product line is retired or they are worn beyond repair.
With the time, cost and effort of making manufacturing tools
through conventional methods, they are too valuable to be
discarded as a disposable, expensable item.
However, this approach carries many indirect costs. There
is cost for the shelf space (warehousing expense), cost to
manage and track the inventory and cost to locate a jig or a
fixture when needed. For sporadically used tools, these costs
can be quite significant.
The opposite can be true with 3D printing. Often, it takes
more to inventory the jigs and fixtures than it does to re-make
them. So, companies adopt a management approach called
digital warehousing where only the digital file is carried in
inventory. It may seem unthinkable to scrap a perfectly good
manufacturing tool, but for those with infrequent use, this
approach reduces cost and labour.
Make a fixture when it’s needed. When its job is done,
send it off with the scrap material for recycling. Then
digitally warehouse its design between uses. This print-ondemand approach is also handy when a replacement is
needed for a broken manufacturing tool or duplicates are
needed for increased production to meet an unexpected
surge in sales. ☐
Courtesy: Stratasys
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“Compensating price
factor with highefficient tools”
…says Jochen Jäger, Director, Segment—
Milling & Threading and Member of the
Management, LMT Tools Systems GmbH, in this
interaction with Maria Jerin, while discussing
the company’s strategy for the Indian market.
Excerpts from the interview…
According to you, what are the recent developments and
advancements witnessed in the tooling industry?
Increasingly, we are seeing new production methods, such
as 3D printing or laser cladding. As a tool manufacturer, we
need to focus on performance-oriented applications and a
clear focus on value-added sales approaches. Other important
areas include continuous product development, reducing
development cycles and adapting to specific customer
requirements in production. In terms of tool technology, due
to an increasing use of high-strength, quenched and tempered
or hardened materials, especially powerful milling tools are
required. For this, the development of special geometries,
cutting materials and coatings are intensively pursued.
How LMT Tools operation is positioned in India? What are
your business models for the Indian market?
Our core focus is represented in our special product segments.
Among segments, we understand strategic business units in
the areas of gear cutting tools, thread rolling tools, advanced
tools, reaming, milling and threading tools. Each segment has
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several specialists in the mentioned areas of expertise that can
offer customers integrated solutions. Furthermore, due to our
specialised range of tools, we are able to machine different
materials from high-strength steel to composite materials. For
example, our core competence ‘mould and die’ in which we
can offer the customer the tool, the adequate cutting geometry
and the high performance in-house developed coating, all
from one hand, specifically to the needs of our customers.
We strongly promote the modernisation of our production
units and take action into capacity and globalisation. For
example, the installation of the highly-modern production
plant in Pune, where we produce hobs. With our global
strategy, we expand our presence in the key markets. In India,
we are expanding our competence centres too.
What are the major challenges faced in the Indian market?
How do you strategise so as to meet the requirements of the
Indian market?
The Indian market is a very interesting market, but in
certain areas, it is still challenging in terms of price
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“Especially in the field of aircraft and
spacecraft industry, we see a growing
demand for materials such as titanium
and composites that provide a particular
challenge to the cutting process and tool”
Jochen Jäger

sensitivity. Our intention for the customer is to realise cost
savings in their production process. It is our goal to offer
them the best solution for machining process. This means
the consideration of the whole process, and not only the
individual processing step.
Can you brief us on the latest developments and areas
of research at LMT Tools? How does R&D work in
your domain?
Efficiency in production means the technical and economical
alignment of the entire manufacturing process to the specific
requirements of the components. With our combined
innovativeness in combination with our customers and
university partners, we develop new tool solutions. Customer
and market demands are naturally in the foreground. Our
objective is to develop tools towards performance and
efficiency. We take into consideration trends in the field of
materials and future growth drivers and are in close dialogue
with our customers and international markets.
Both in the area of monolithic tools and indexable inserts,
the performance can be significantly increased through the
use of tailor-made coatings for special applications. We have
developed a dedicated coating such as our Nanomold Red
(hard-machining). Furthermore, we have a range of high feed
milling tools, such as our newly developed indexable milling
cutter ‘MultiEdge 2Feed mini’ generating high material
removal rates on less powerful machining centres.
In recent years, tool users are facing difficulties in
machining titanium materials and lightweight materials
like composites. How does LMT Tools address this issue?
One of the biggest global growth drivers is closely connected
with mobility representing the automotive or the aerospace
industry. Especially in the field of aircraft and spacecraft
industry, we see a growing demand for materials such as
titanium and composites that provide a particular challenge
to the cutting process and, thereby, the tool. In 1980s, for
instance, the use of composite material was only approx 2%.
Now, it accounts over 50% in certain applications.
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With high-performance tools from our LMT production
units ‘Belin, FETTE, ONSRUD and Kieninger’, we offer a
wide range of tools being dedicated to the machining of super
alloys, lightweight and composite materials. Globally, we see
a growing market in this area, bundling our expertise in this
sector being prepared for the future.
How is your company working towards Industry 4.0 in the
tooling segment?
The basic objective of Industry 4.0 is aimed at linking the
entire value chain for communication between cutting tools
and machines, reflecting the whole process. Important
requirements are part and surface quality and process
reliability in production. In addition, shorter product life
cycles demand a permanent reduction in the reaction and
processing times generating productivity improvements. The
process safety should be simulated in advance. This requires
excellent information and data quality. Here, Industry 4.0
makes this a future-oriented contribution.
How are you viewing the demand trends for your products
across the world, and in India? What are your future plans
for the Indian market?
To satisfy the demands of the market, the trends of the future
must be identified and the appropriate derivatives must be
taken. In addition to this, the assessment of strategic strengths
is very important. The components are becoming more
demanding and the requirements for the machine in terms
of precision and speed is increasing. Also, manufacturing
method such as near net shaping, laser cladding and 3D
printing have an impact on the cutting process so far that
the roughing process is reduced. Taking this trend into
consideration, finishing is on the rise and we are on the right
track. We have the suitable high-performance finishing tools
for shaping the final contour.
India is in line with our strategic direction 2020. This is
one of the markets that we want to tackle more intensively. For
this purpose, a corresponding elaborated measures portfolio
has been worked out to strengthen our presence. ☐
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Collaboration as a manufacturing strategy
It’s always a pre-requisite for manufacturing companies to
increase the degree of business values by adopting wellacclaimed concepts and strategies. The feature discusses the
benefits of one such strategy—collaborative manufacturing to
boost responsiveness, agility and customer-centricity.
Collaboration between companies is not a new idea, but
collaborative manufacturing, as a concept, is a different way of
doing business. In collaborative manufacturing, designated
individuals and organisations – both internal to a manufacturing
enterprise and extended to its suppliers, customers and
partners – work together for mutual gain. This allows multiple
groups to act together as they set plans and policies, agree to
actions and execute operations. Sharing their views on
analysing the broader opportunities of collaboration in
manufacturing, its benefits and the many facets to this strategy
are industry experts, Raghavendra Rao, Senior Vice President,
Frost & Sullivan; Dr Wilfried G Aulbur, Managing Partner -
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India, Chairman Middle-East & Africa, Head Automotive Asia,
Roland Berger Pvt Ltd and Alagu Balaraman, Partner &
Managing Director - Indian Operations, CGN & Associates.

Need for collaboration in manufacturing
Today, companies have to coordinate both within and
outside the boundaries of their organisation to ensure their
customers’ needs are met in a timely, cost-effective and
efficient manner. Highlighting this, Dr Aulbur says,
“Collaborative manufacturing integrates multiple stakeholders
in planning activities, syndication of actions as well as in
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execution of operations. This helps to make the business
more agile, responsive, effective and customer focused,
thereby, delivering more value to the customer.” Leveraging
the benefits of this, he comments, “In a collaborative
environment, various entities leverage shared information
via common business processes to increase the effectiveness
of the entire value chain. It leads to better optimisation of
resources through synchronising internal manufacturing and
business processes, and connecting them to the relevant
external business processes in an efficient manner.”
Adding his views, Rao says that the need to collaborate and
the desire to make processes interact and hence optimise/
quicken was always there, be it ERP, standalone functional
software or SCM modules. In a similar way, Balaraman opines
that companies, in the past 20 years, through collaborative
design, have reduced the time duration in product life cycle,
wherein vendors participate together. Further, viewing current
trends, Rao believes that the difference, today, is the promise
of speed and cost economics that the internet and cloud present
to make ‘collaborative manufacturing’ more comprehensive,
accurate (because of focus on data analytics and data
integration) and definitely much cheaper and affordable.

Key trends and demands
Increasing globalisation of companies has led to
geographically dispersed manufacturing and sourcing locations
with resulting complexities in distribution networks,
warehousing and transportation. Figuring out the key drivers
to collaborate, Dr Aulbur says that manufacturers today need
to adapt products to local requirements irrespective of where
they are ultimately produced. “Increasing outsourcing leads to
the need to collaborate with strategic partners and suppliers
from design and production to service. Accurately capturing
customer requirements, ensuring the right manufacturing
strategy, correct stocking of products at the right time and
place, efficient distribution network and warehousing, etc are
essential to help companies succeed in today’s increasingly
VUCA world,” he adds. Agreeing to this, Balaraman believes
that manufacturing the right product with the right quality, at
the right time in the market, with the right price to customers
is a fundamental need in any industry.
Further, he shares that the benchmarks have altogether
gone to a much higher level in the current Indian consumer
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“Increasing outsourcing leads
to the need to collaborate with
strategic partners & suppliers
across the process”
Dr Wilfried G Aulbur,
Managing Partner—India,
Roland Berger Pvt Ltd

market. “This expectation coupled with global competition
puts a very high pressure on manufacturing companies to
deliver more innovative products of better quality and at lower
cost. To be profitable in this environment, collaboration is
essential,” he avers. According to Rao, collaboration in
manufacturing is a natural next-stage evolution requirement
by most organisations. “System integrators focusing on
integrating multiple advanced standalone software, cheap
affordable internet and cloud services, focus on data analytics,
and the potential for IP security are the key trends that are
driving manufacturers towards this concept,” he informs.

As a business model
Any company moving to a model of collaborative
manufacturing will face considerable challenges. Highlighting
this further, Balaraman says that collaboration requires
rethinking long held beliefs, such as the OEM knows best or
vendors only need to bring down costs. “It also requires shared
investment, which in turn requires some form of long-term
commitment. New tools and technologies have to be deployed
and mastered. As a consequence, a road map is required to
bring about this change in a phased manner – involving several
companies over a period of years. Not an easy task, but an
essential one.”
As a key consideration to be taken, Dr Aulbur suggests,
“Companies need to identify the business processes and
supporting systems, which are critical to achieve its strategy. It
then needs to ensure proper alignment of goals between all key
stakeholders and involve them in making the process more
efficient. Automation is the next step to ensure information is
available in a real-time manner and is actionable so that
maximum benefits are realised.” According to Rao, alignment
to a larger objective and vision, ease of access to relevant data
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and at the same time managing its security, potential and ease
of scalability and flexibility to rapidly adapt to upgraded
technologies are some of the key considerations taken into
account to execute collaborative manufacturing as a strategy
in the business model.”

In the Indian context…
In collaborative manufacturing, all the entities come
together and cooperate to jointly deliver a far better and
superior process. This involves a change in outlook between
the key participants wherein it moves from a typical transaction
based relationship to one based on mutual trust and
cooperation. Speaking further on this, Dr Aulbur says,
“Collaborative manufacturing, instead of integrating systems
in a closed, tight and inflexible manner, uses systems as linked
network nodes which can retrieve or exchange information to
other interested parties and systems. It is, however, not easy to
implement as it requires openness and new thinking. Each
party should be comfortable to share information without fear
of being taken advantage of.”
Highlighting the Indian context, Balaraman opines,
“Indian companies have worked on internal systems over the
past two decades and brought about considerable improvement
in performance and quality levels.” Citing an example, Dr
Aulbur points out that in automotive industry, there has been
sharing of information and joint working with other
companies, suppliers and channel partners for product
lifecycle management, inventory management, order
fulfilment, etc. “It might take a longer time for several other
companies to get into true collaboration mode as existing
cultures may not be conducive and strong reservations exist
regarding exchange and security of data. However, once the
benefits are clearly visible and demonstrated, there will be
better acceptance and more Indian companies would start
adopting it,” he adds further.
Adding his thoughts, Rao realises that collaborative
manufacturing could be restricted to large companies, their
manufacturing units, largely automotive, and their ancillaries,
but not exclude large FMCG and White goods manufacturers
(and their vendor/partner base). “Large engineering
conglomerates may also go down this path to bring about
organisation wide benefits of efficiency, accuracy, agility and
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“Successful collaborative
manufacturing needs intense
interaction between people &
systems across companies”
Alagu Balaraman,
Partner & Managing Director Indian Operations,
CGN & Associates

“By the way of adopting
future technologies, Indian
companies can dovetail better
with their global partners”
Raghavendra Rao,
Senior Vice President,
Frost & Sullivan

data credibility,” he further notes.

Age of collaborative manufacturing
Collaborative manufacturing involves a change in the way
of doing business. Highlighting the challenging factors, Dr
Aulbur addresses, “One of the major challenges is changing the
internal culture of the organisation. It requires a change in the
typical relationships from transactional to collaboration and is
based on mutual trust. This increases the level of collaboration
between the stakeholders and leads to better performance, in
turn leading to better business results.” In a similar way,
Balaraman agrees that the first challenge is to really view
partners in that sense and not as vendors and dealers. Speaking
on the working model for investments and shared risk, he says
that this will vary from one industry to another, and suitable
models will have to evolve. He further adds, “Talent also needs
to collaborate. So, there will need to be more participative
involvement and transparency across the entire value chain.
These areas will help define the new challenges for the Indian
industry in an age of collaborative manufacturing.”
Sharing data is one of the key aspects of collaborative
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manufacturing. However, challenges with respect to data
security and control of information exist. Commenting on
this, Dr Aulbur shares, “Collaboration is not about
indiscriminate information access; security is as important as
in any other system and needs to be appropriately addressed.
Maintaining the momentum is another key challenge as
significant commitment is needed to ensure success.
Collaboration is not a one-time activity but a continuous
process and hence, requires full engagement by the key
personnel on a long term basis.”
Emphasising on the trust factor, Balaraman adds, “Trust
is seen as the fundamental element in collaborative
relationships. In the manufacturing environment, trust comes
from measuring and confirming events as they occur, and
making this information available to partners.” However,
taking a different approach, Rao believes that for the average
Indian company, it would not be so much about trust, as it
would be about the investment trigger. “It is quite possible
that the ‘customer’ company in question may have to
compensate company X in an appropriate manner. Such
investments will be dictated by a high value customer (with
the high value customer being an industry thought leader).
Or one that offers significant value to Company X, such that
compliance makes ample business sense. Availability of cheap
and skilled labour will always be considered a trade-off while
evaluating investments,” he explains.
Technologies such as Industry 4.0, IoT and Advanced
manufacturing all aim to improve productivity and are based
on the concept of minimising use of resources and improving
performance and cost through better sharing of information.
Further speaking on the linkage of these future technologies
with collaborative manufacturing, Dr Aulbur perceives,
“Systems will increasingly talk to each other across the entire
value chain ultimately resulting in a more efficient and
productive process.” On a similar note, Balaraman believes
that for collaborative manufacturing to succeed, intense
interaction between people and systems is required across
companies. “Communication will play a crucial role. Also,
evolutionary concepts like Manufacturing 4.0 will play an
important role,” he adds. Citing an example, he explains that if
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a supplier can see quality test results of a component they
supplied in an integration test online, they can respond with
better and faster diagnosis and response.

Competing on the global platform
The world is increasingly getting more global and
interconnected. Accurate and timely information leads to
better optimisation of resources and helps provide better
quality products at lower costs and in a shorter timeframe.
Speaking on the benefits of adopting collaboration as a
manufacturing strategy, Dr Aulbur says, “Indian manufacturers
will be able to improve their internal efficiencies, leverage the
existing ecosystem and seamlessly optimise the performance
of the entire value chain. They can get better visibility on
internal and external processes, which will provide a strong
basis for better decision making and reduce total costs by
increasing overall productivity. This will help them significantly
improve their competitive position in the global arena.”
Rao believes that with the availability of data analytics,
automation, cloud services and cheap internet, Indian
companies can dovetail better with the needs of that of their
global stakeholders/partners. “The increased transparency and
real-time nature of data availability will enhance confidence in
the relationship between Indian companies and their partners
and this will help forge a more robust relationship,” he adds.
Understanding the global trend, Balaraman avers that apart
from improving quality and responsiveness, global and local
demand is demanding ‘personalised’ products. “This leads to
increasing the product and process complexity of both
development and production. In turn, this underscores an
increasing recognition that companies are competing as supply
chains, not individual entities,” he shares. Further on a
concluding note, he observes, “For today’s manufacturers,
business processes such as procure-to-pay and order-todelivery involve a number of different organisations, both
within the company and across companies in a supply chain.
To maintain a competitive edge, Indian manufacturers must
make a major shift in strategy to effectively synchronise
activities across functions and geographies.” ☐
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Flying high with PECM
Efficient machining of exotic alloy materials in aircraft production is becoming a focal point
for project planning with a wide range of potential methods. The article highlights how
Precise Electro-Chemical Machining (PECM) helps in cutting costs for users, particularly
for dressing these kinds of component surface.
Components inside an aircraft engine are exposed to
extreme stresses, high temperatures and long service lives.
Developers, therefore, use very hard, heat-resistant materials
such as nickel-based super alloys for the construction of blisks
and disks with single blades. This development presents a
range of problems to manufacturing engineers, since
conventional cutting methods become uneconomical as the
material hardness increases and the service life of expensive
tools drops, therefore, causing unit costs to rise.
A recent study by the Fraunhofer Institute for Production
Technology (IPT) together with the Laboratory of Machine
Tools and Production Engineering (WZL) at RWTH Aachen
(Germany) and EMAG ECM GmbH, compared a total of seven
different blisk machining strategies, from multi-axis milling,
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combined with polishing to high pressure water jet cutting
combined with PECM dressing. The results are impressive: for
an assumed production volume of 800 nickel-based HPC
blisks, the unit costs can be reduced by more than 50%
compared to mechanical cutting if users adopt the correct
machining strategy. PECM dressing proves to be the essential
final process to make radical improvements to the efficiency of
the production process.

Gentle material removal
In view of this, the PECM technology supplied by EMAG
ECM based in Germany, is currently being studied very closely
by many OEMs and their suppliers. The electro-chemical
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Machining area of an EMAG PO 900 BF for blisk
machining using PECM (precise electro-chemical
machining) technology

process removes material without contact and causes minimal
tool-wear, while being fast and reliable. The basic principle is
simple to explain: during the process, the workpiece becomes
the positive anode and the tool the negative cathode. An
electrolyte solution flows between them, removing metal ions
from the workpiece. The form of the cathode (tool), with its
active, conductive zones results in material removal from the
workpiece at the required component contours. Ring ducts,
grooves, bell hollows and other contours can be produced
without contact, but with very high precision and excellent
surface quality.
With their PECM technology, the experts from EMAG
ECM have developed this process in a targeted manner and
tuned it to perfection. Two factors play a major role in this:
firstly, the gap between the workpiece and tool, through which
the electrolyte solution flows, is particularly narrow. Secondly,
the supply of electrolyte solution is enhanced by a mechanical
oscillation motion. Both factors together ensure that material
removal is even more effective and precise.

From single turbine blades to the blisk
EMAG ECM has two machine types for the different
machining tasks of engine production: while the small model
PO 100 SF is designed for machining single turbine blades,
the larger PO 900 BF is for machining the complete, and
therefore much larger, blisk. The systems differ in machining
area size, footprints, generator capacity and the number of
machining axes with precise PECM technology and EMAG
high performance components available in both. “We
launched the PO 900 BF in 2011 for blisk machining. The PO
100 SF development was the second stage in 2013 when an
ever increasing number of customers demanded an electro-
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chemical machine solution for single blades. We now have an
ideal basis for the development of precise, cost-efficient
production solutions for small and large engine components,”
says Richard Keller, Member of the Board of Directors at
EMAG ECM GmbH.

Components certified for practice
This method has already been implemented into actual
production with top results. For example, a well-known engine
manufacturer has already certified single blades made on the
PO 100 SF for use in aircraft in 2014 – unusually quickly after
the start of production of the machine at a supplier’s plant. A
similar stage is currently pending for blisk production.
Components from a whole host of engine companies are
currently in the qualification phase for use in practice. “The
technology is currently in the validation phase in a number of
test programs” states Keller to sum up the current work of
EMAG ECM.
“The long-term strategic focus on these components and
application technology is proving successful and each
additional certification of components manufactured with
PECM will only boost our sales success,” he added.
The geometric machining precision is one of the main
factors behind the technology’s success. In addition, it
produces high-surface quality with low peak-to-valley
heights. Subsequent finishing processes on the blades, such
as slide grinding are, therefore, no longer required or can be
completed much quicker – both of which results in a further
reduction in unit costs. This is a massive plus point for a
component, which is becoming ever more important and
whose volumes are rising massively. ☐
Courtesy: EMAG India
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Reducing manufacturing challenges
The aerospace industry faces certain manufacturing challenges,
while simulating parts for aircrafts. The article explains how
Triumph Aerostructures shortens the time for first-part production
and virtually eliminates the chance for machine collisions, with the
help of Vericut software.
Triumph Aerostructures, a subsidiary of Triumph Group
Inc is a leading global manufacturer of aerostructures for
commercial, military and business jet aircraft. The company
has full fabrication capabilities and their products include
fuselages, wings, empennages, nacelles and helicopter cabins.
The company’s customer base consists of the world’s leading
aerospace OEMs. Operating in 70 locations worldwide,
Triumph designs, engineers, manufactures, repairs and
overhauls a broad portfolio of aerostructures, aircraft
components, accessories, subassemblies and systems.
One of the sites, located in Nashville, TN, USA, produces
individual parts and subassemblies for Airbus, Gulfstream,
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Cessna and Lockheed. With approximately 900 employees,
spread over two million sq ft of work space, the Nashville site
has 10 large CNC gantry mills, nine large assembly riveters and
a variety of smaller CNC equipments. In the machining area,
there are more than 35 CNC spindles making chips.
“The Nashville facility focuses on parts that are ‘long and
large’. Almost everything we do is longer than 30 feet,” said
Kevin Chandler, Manager—Numerical Control (NC) division,
Triumph Aerostructures. “In the past, we made thousands of
small parts – parts you could hold in your hand but those are
gone. So too are many of the programmers. At one time,
Nashville had a staff of 32 programmers, now four remain. We
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Machine simulation detects
collisions and near-misses
between all machine tool
components

don’t have the luxury of multiple try-outs anymore. That’s
where Vericut has been a life saver and a job saver,” he added.

Verifying accuracy of NC programmers
Vericut is a software programme that interactively simulates
and displays the material removal process of an NC programme.
NC programmers use Vericut to verify the quality and accuracy
of their NC programmes, while its 3D simulation of the CNC
machine checks for collisions. But the goal of simulation is not
simply a collision-free and efficient NC programme. The first
goal is an NC programme that produces the correct workpiece.
Vericut’s accurate model tells the NC programmer whether or
not his NC programme makes a correct part.
Full CNC machine simulation of the actual machine takes
verification to another level. “Machine simulation has been the
key to everything we do here,” said Bill Gwinn, NC programmer.
“Our machines have gotten more complicated and the risk of
collision between vises, bolts, tool changers and other
components is greater than ever. Simulation is so much more
than cutting the part.”
Chandler and Gwinn are two experienced Vericut software
users. Together, they have more than 40 years of experience
using Vericut. “Experience has shown us that the more we can
simulate on screen, the less problems we will have down the
road,” Gwinn said.

Role of machine simulation
Machine simulation detects collisions and near-misses
between all machine tool components such as axis slides,
heads, turrets, rotary tables, spindles, tool changers, fixtures,
work pieces, cutting tools, and other user-defined objects. A
user can set up near-miss zones around the components to
check for close calls and detect over-travel errors. Vericut is
designed to support advanced control functions including
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look-ahead or 3D cutter compensation, tool tip programming
and tool length compensation, gage length reference point
programming, canned cycles and fixture offsets, rotary axis
pivot points, variables, sub-programmes and macros,
subroutines, looping, and branching logic.
Before Vericut was implemented, the Nashville facility
was using Catia V4 and programming in APT, which had a
slow check process using a flat-bed plotter. Then, they
machined the first few parts out of foam or some other nonproduction material.
Chandler shares, “With the introduction of Catia and
Vericut, our first-time useable part started out at 90%. With
the introduction of machine simulation, we improved even
more dramatically. A tested and proven result of this happened
in 1995 when a new 4-axis machining centre was purchased for
small parts. Using Catia solid models, Vericut and Auto-Diff,
we were able to get 96% first time usable part programmes and
90% of those were never modified past Issue 01. Since then, all
programmes are required to be run through Vericut Machine
Simulation before they are released to the machine. As a result,
we are experiencing over 98% of good, first time parts. Since
that first test, it has been easy to convince management that
Vericut is a necessary tool to invest in.”
Gwinn added, “When a programme is ready, we don’t go
out in the shop anymore. Once it’s passed through Vericut,
there is nothing major that can go wrong. We know it will be
cut correctly.”
For example, a new high-speed 5-axis Handtmann PBZ
milling machine is being employed to machine stringers that
are over 60 feet long. To hold the stringers in place during
machining, the Triumph Aerostructures Numerical Control
(NC) group designed dovetail-shaped fixtures that they refer
to as ‘scuff plates’.
“We call it a scuff plate because it’s okay to hit it with the
cutter. We still want to know when we hit it, but only by a
minimal amount. We insert a value of – 0.022” in Vericut’s
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Optimised feed rates maintain a more
consistent chip load, which reduces
wear on the cutters

Collision Tables, between the cutter and scuff plates. All the
components in this machine get really close—at times, there
is only 1mm of clearance between the shank and scuff plate,”
said Gwinn. “Those cannot collide, so they have a zero
collision value.”

NC programme optimisation
The Triumph Aerostructures NC group had a two-fold
challenge: they needed to quickly update legacy programmes
for the new Handtmann UBZ panel milling machine, while in
the process of upgrading from Catia V4 to V5. By using Vericut
and its NC programme optimisation feature, OptiPath, the NC
group was able to create NC programmes for the new machine
without re-programming them in Catia V5.
First, they re-processed the Catia V4 programmes for
part location and cutter changes, then re-posted the resulting
APT source files for the new machine. Next, they simulated
them in Vericut to ensure they would be collision-free and
finally used OptiPath to update the feeds and speeds for the
target machine.
“Rather than re-invent the wheel, we took some of our
old programmes and ran them through OptiPath to get
more out of them,” said Chandler. “In addition to shortened
machining times, we also saved several hundred hours that
would have been required to re-programme the parts in the
new CAM system.”

How OptiPath works
OptiPath optimisation software works by analysing the NC
programme (G-codes or native CAM output) and cutter
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contact with the ever-changing workpiece. It then divides the
motion up into smaller segments to determine what conditions
would benefit by increased feed rates and where the feed rate
needs to be reduced to protect the cutter. Since the software
knows exactly how much material is being removed at each
segment, it is able to determine the ideal feed rate. The tool
path trajectory is never altered.
Optimised feed rates maintain a more consistent chip load,
which reduces wear on the cutters. Cutter wear is also
minimised due to the reduced amount of time required to cut
each part. NC programmes with optimised feed rates maintain
a more constant cutting pressure between the NC machine tool
and the workpiece.
The machine is subject to less wear-and-tear, not only
because of the reduced machining time, but also because of the
more constant load. An optimised tool path also produces a
better finish because constant cutting pressure causes little or
no variation in cutter deflection. Workpiece finishes in corners,
edges and blend areas are improved significantly.
Another benefit for the Triumph Aerostructures NC group
has been Vericut’s Auto-Diff feature, which enables the
programmer to compare a CAD design model to a Vericut
simulation model and automatically detect differences.
According to Gwinn, “All new programmes, especially those
generated from Catia V5, have solid models. We didn’t always
have those in the past using Catia V4, but now we try to make
sure all new programmes start with solid models and we use
those same models to compare against our NC tool path.
He further added, “We have a slang saying around here that
has stuck and holds true: ‘Vericut don’t lie!’ We believe that
what you see on the screen in Vericut is what you will get on
the machine. It is virtual reality!” ☐
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Innovation takes to the skies
In aerospace industry, new materials are introduced to make aircraft engines quieter, loweremission and more efficient. The article takes a look on new machining strategies and
innovative processes for the serial production of these challenging and
difficult-to-machine materials.
In the past, when the first generation of aircraft took to the
skies, the flight duration was still very limited due to the high
fuel consumption and engine temperatures. The engines also
had to be overhauled frequently due to wear of the internal
components. Today, the components generally remain in the
engine for around 10,000 operating hours. Fuel consumption
has fallen significantly in relation to performance so that
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flights lasting 15 hours and more have become commonplace.
This enormous improvement in performance has been
achieved through continuous further development of the
engine components, both in terms of the materials used and
their design, but also in relation to the machining processes
employed. After all, the engine components must withstand
ever greater loads in order to achieve the required performance
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and service life. The turbine blades are subjected to
particularly high loads in the low and high-pressure sections
of the turbine, where not only high temperatures, but also
pressures and extreme centrifugal forces act upon the
components. Here, nickel-based alloys have become
established in recent years, which while meeting all the
requirements, make the aircraft heavy.

Next development step…
In a joint project involving policy-makers, research
institutes and industry, the objective has been set to reduce
aircraft fuel consumption and CO2 emissions by 50% per
passenger by 2020. Even the NOX emissions are to be reduced
by 80%. The aircraft are also to become 50% quieter and the
maintenance & repair costs lowered significantly. One of the
first targets here are of course the heavy jet engines. In titanium
aluminide, the materials scientists have identified a substance
whose physical properties and low weight seem extremely
promising for use in aircraft turbines. Titanium aluminide is
an intermetallic alloy of titanium and aluminium in which a

crystalline grid structure is formed between the titanium and
aluminium atoms under the influence of heat. This structure
has proven to be both very heat and fatigue-resistant up to
temperatures of 800°C. A low density of only 4 g/cm³ results in
a significant weight saving at the same part volume in
comparison with the nickel-based alloys in widespread use
today. This not only means that the turbine blades are
significantly lighter than previously, but also that the mounting
rings and shafts can be designed with smaller dimensions and
lower weight.
Through use of the lightweight material titanium aluminide,
the turbine manufacturers expect a reduction in fuel
consumption and CO2 emissions of up to 20% per passenger
and kilometre, 80% fewer NOX emissions, up to 25% lower
noise and a reduction in maintenance costs of 30%.

New material titanium aluminide
As excellent as the material properties may appear at first
glance, they do have certain disadvantages: the production of
titanium aluminide is currently still extremely challenging and
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STRATO SA electroplated grinding wheel
with CBN or diamond for the machining
of turbine components

expensive. Its complex material properties make machining
difficult. Research findings have shown that the technically
interesting range is achieved with an alloy content of between
approx 42% and 49% of aluminium. With the appropriate heat
treatments, different alloy phases occur, which in turn result in
different material toughnesses.
The new high-performance material also resists the stock
removal and forming forces of all conventional machining
processes. In the cold state, the grid structure of the titanium
aluminide is brittle, like ceramics, and only achieves its metallic
properties when heated. This makes forming of the individual
components difficult, particularly because extremely narrow
tolerances are required for the engine components.

Concerted development work
In close cooperation with university institutes as well as
engine and machine manufacturers, Tyrolit took on the
challenging development work for the machining of titanium
aluminide at an early stage. “Tyrolit’s primary objective is to
offer grinding solutions for the complete range of materials.
We will deliver suitable initial specifications to our customers
so that they can immediately begin with process optimisation
without wasting valuable time in identifying the initial
parameters,” says Daniel Herzog, Marketing Manager—
Turbine Industry at Tyrolit. The aim is to convert the successes
already achieved in the laboratory into the most economically
efficient serial production and at the lowest possible cost
price per part.
It soon became clear that even very slightly different
compositions of the titanium aluminide result in significantly
altered behaviour of the material. This applies particularly to
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its mechanical machining. “The task now is to identify the
changing material parameters and the associated changes in
behaviour. In terms of the machining as well, a matrix of
parameters for the machining processes and tools must also be
worked out, according to which the specific optimum grinding
process for the respective titanium aluminide alloy can be
offered,” adds Herzog. “This involves both grinding discs
adapted to the respective material and the corresponding,
already pre-tested grinding parameters determined by Tyrolit
application technology.”
In this regards, Tyrolit is able to resort to the practical
experience of 65 application engineers worldwide and
the various testing facilities within its Research and
Development department. This means that the development
work of the engine and component manufacturers as well as
that of the machine manufacturers receive optimal support
at a local level.

Production of turbine components
Today, initial successes have been achieved in the
production of turbine blades made from titanium aluminide.
The maiden flight of the GEnx 1B Turbofan engine has already
taken place and the first results confirm the high
expectations.
Significant potential for the new materials has become
apparent. Firstly, the components need to be made even more
heat resistant to enable their use in more turbine stages,
perhaps even in the high-pressure part of the engine. Moreover,
their use in further technical segments, such as the automotive
industry is recommended. ☐
Courtesy: Tyrolit
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Future of predictive product launch
In Asia, automakers are under pressure to provide a greater
variety of personalised options than ever before to compete
on a global standard. The article deals with how automakers
in Asia need to adopt new manufacturing strategies to
quickly plan & design new processes.
In the automotive industry, there is a growing trend
towards an increasing number of product launches on a
global scale. Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) are
trying to increase their market share in new regions, and they
are looking towards regional production to support this goal.
That means that often, the same vehicles are being built in
multiple production facilities. But that’s just the beginning of
the challenges.
In Asia, automakers are under pressure to provide a greater
variety of personalised options than ever before. They have to
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reduce costs to compete in global markets, while accommodating
an increasing number of process variations to meet the
demands from more consumers. As a result, automotive OEMs
face continual pressure to squeeze more time out of schedules
that have contracted significantly during the past decade.

Adopting new manufacturing strategies
To meet these challenges, automakers in Asia need to
adopt new manufacturing strategies that will allow them to
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quickly plan and design new processes; accurately assess the
impact of changes; rapidly deploy best practices across global
operations and better predict the timing, cost and quality of
every program launch. Additionally, they must deliver more
environmentally-friendly vehicles and build them with more
energy-efficient processes.
To facilitate these strategies, many leading automakers are
implementing a collaborative approach that integrates
engineering and manufacturing in the development of the
launch process. This approach allows for early access to product
engineering data so that manufacturing operations work in
parallel and processes can be planned, optimised and validated
concurrently with design. An integrated approach increases
the efficiency of deploying a modular platform that allows for
a more predictable launch operation, and provides management
with clear visibility into program performance. This predictive
launch approach gives automakers greater confidence that
their powertrain, body-in-white (BIW), stamping and final
assembly processes will meet delivery expectations, first-time
quality goals and program profitability targets.
As Asia, continues to be the growth engine for the
automotive industry with China leaping to number one back
in 2009, McKinsey & Company, projected that the next 7 years
will be profitable for the industry in Asia with emerging
markets driving the majority of gains. For these predictions to
come true, local automakers need to build a higher impression
in both “brand” and “quality” to market.
Japan and Korea automakers have long been seen on the
same pedestal as industry leaders US and Europe. With
globalisation, new technology and local market requirements
are now their key challenges to keep up with the quality
expected of them. Examples like the Takata recall hurting
Toyota raised a question mark on quality control that is often
perceived to have fallen short, while meeting international
standards of safety and technological advancement. A
framework to predict and eliminate these errors before
production and full visibility to teams sitting across different
geographical locations to access and edit the design data can
help avoid such recalls.

Managing growing complexity
A successful launch is measured not only by the execution
excellence of the entire manufacturing process, but also the
cost and time it took to develop and build it. To be competitive,
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To facilitate strategies, many leading automakers
are implementing a collaborative approach that
integrates engineering and manufacturing in the
development of the launch process

automakers must master the transition from mass production
to mass customisation, while fulfilling a variety of local
regulations and consistently meeting consumer demand.
New materials and coating technologies create design changes
that can have a significant impact on manufacturability,
but can be easily missed without an integrated platform for
collaboration.
In 2010, Swedish-based Volvo Car Corporation (Volvo
Cars) was acquired by Zhejiang Geely Holdings Group of
China with the aim to establish China as the company’s second
biggest market, after the US. As a result, Volvo Cars planned
for new plants in China and major investments to contribute to
the development of new global car models. To achieve that, the
company needed to increase its production line flexibility to
support multiple car models and change its engineering
processes to support operations as a wholly independent
organisation. Through the adoption of mixed-model
production scenarios and the utilisation of manufacturing
process management to manage and utilise process variants
and changes, Volvo Car Corporation was able to enhance
collaboration with manufacturing system suppliers, increase
engineering productivity, and significantly reduced time
needed to generate shop floor documentation.
Automakers need to achieve first-time quality requirements,
reduce the time to ramp up and eliminate cost overruns in
order to rapidly design, re-use and validate manufacturing
processes. Getting all the parameters to the precise required
point through trial and error on a virtual platform before
implementation has proven critical to the success of automotive
OEMs. With the help of integrated manufacturing, companies
can optimise the product launch. The predictive launch
platform is the catalyst in aiding today’s digitalised world of
process management for automakers to compete successfully
in the marketplace. Automotive OEMs must operate effectively
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and efficiently in this manufacturing and production
environment, while managing the increase in product
complexity across the globe.

Optimised launch frameworks
Integrated manufacturing helps automakers execute global
car programs across the world with maximum efficiency and
achieve first-time quality goals. To ensure automakers realise
more predictive launches on a global basis, they must establish
a collaborative development of manufacturing systems. This
includes having a managed environment for early access to
product engineering data during manufacturing system
development, an integrated validation of manufacturing to
optimise process productivity and efficiency, a fast and efficient
process development and predictable program performance
and profitability. Leading carmakers like BMW are already
executing practices that employ various cutting edge industrial
connectivity tools to achieve better results. They are using
predictive analytics for production as well as repair processes.
Predictive modelling and analytics have the potential to
turn traditional manufacturing frameworks on their heads.
Employing technologies like Big Data to mine crucial and
timely data to preempt and adjust the design parameters
accordingly to swiftly changing specifications and leveraging
the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) to make sure that each
part of the process can talk to the other parts is set to usher in
a new phase of launch practices for a number of verticals. The
automotive industry stands to gain the most from predictive
analytics and companies engaging these easily customisable
robust solutions for their launch programs will steer ahead of
the competition by achieving unprecedented control and speed
for design and production processes, while staying highly
energy-efficient. ☐
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New horizons for high-speed gear cutting
Developing tailored tool coatings plays a key role in increasing cutting speeds, raising
productivity and lowering costs, when working with demanding gear-cutting processes.
The article explains how modern coating technology enhances the production
performance with lower manufacturing costs for the automotive suppliers.
Manufacturing durable, low-noise and highly-efficient
gears, such as for transmission applications, makes enormous
demands on quality requirements and entails an accordingly
high level of production effort. This is precisely the reason why
industrial competition demands both the shortest possible
production times and low production costs. A fundamental
examination of the cost breakdown and opportunities for
savings in the production process reveals where advantages
can be gained:
t On an average, about 8% of the overall manufacturing costs
are incurred by the cutting tools, including their coatings.
Here, even favourable purchasing conditions allow only
minimal savings to be realised.
t The costs for cooling account for about 12%, depending on
the cutting process chosen. Dry machining brings
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advantages here and is, therefore, often employed for gear
cutting, but it is not suitable for every application.
The (machinery) setup costs amount to about 24%, and
this can be lowered by increasing the service life of tools,
thereby, reducing the setup cycles.
At least another 26% of the manufacturing costs are due to
other factors that cannot be influenced.
At about 30%, the actual machining costs make up the
largest part. These costs can be reduced most effectively
through higher cutting speeds.

Application of protection coatings
Modern wear-protection coatings
increasingly significant contribution

are making an
to the savings
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opportunities pointed out here. They are
generally a prerequisite for dry machining
and
are
undergoing
continuous
refinement for this purpose. They
increase the tool service life and, thereby,
also reduce the setup costs. Above all,
however, they demonstrate their
strengths directly in cutting applications,
enabling significantly higher cutting
speeds. “Today, more than 60% of all
hobs worldwide, which are used first and
foremost in the automotive industry, are
coated with our AlCrN coating, BALINIT
ALCRONA PRO,” says Dr Wolfgang
Kalss, Head of Marketing & Product
Management for Cutting Tools at
Oerlikon Balzers.
With coatings such as these, cutting
speeds go up – and costs go down. An
example calculation demonstrates this:
If the speed of gear cutting can be
increased from 200 to 300 m/min, the
machining time (primary and secondary
times) goes down from 0.56 to 0.42
minutes per gear. This means that
machining costs go down by about 25%,
based on the machine-hour rate. If the
overall production costs for a gear are
calculated, this represents a cost
reduction of about 10%. Accordingly,
investing in new substrate materials or
coatings pays off.

the market demand for ever higher
machining speeds, the coating properties
at high temperatures were specifically
targeted for optimisation. “Essentially,
we further reduced the thermal
conductance and improved the hot

hardness of the coating by a good 20%,”
explained Dr Kalss. This has led to even
higher resistance to crater wear, which
can occur particularly at high service
temperatures and reduces the useful life
of the tool.

Advt

Making higher cutting speeds
possible
In order to better utilise this principle
and make even higher cutting speeds
possible for manufacturers, the properties
of coatings need to be tailored to the
respective applications with ever
increasing efficiency. Oerlikon Balzers
has made another great step in this
direction with a further new development.
The BALINIT ALTENSA coating
introduced in 2015 is the newest product
in the successful AlCrN family and it
stands out especially through its wear
resistance and hot hardness. In light of
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In bevel gear cutting with carbide stick blades,
BALINIT ALTENSA provides significantly higher
service lives, even in dry machining

Moreover, the abrasive wear resistance was optimised by
about 35% as was the oxidation resistance. This reduces the
flank wear at moderate and high cutting speeds and it yields a
longer tool service life, even with dry machining. The bottom
line is that the numerous improvements in layer development
enable considerable productivity gains with longer tool
lifetimes, significant performance boosts at the highest cutting
speeds for all substrates (PM HSS, MC90, carbide) as well as
higher cutting speeds and feeds. Customer tests with various
gear-cutting applications yielded corroborative results.

Test results
A well-known European vehicle manufacturer was able to
effortlessly increase the cutting speed (vc) of his PM HSS hobs
(diameter, 90 mm) by 30%, from 200 to 260 m/min thanks to
BALINIT ALTENSA and, at the same time, improve the tool
service life by 20%. A second series of tests demonstrated that
the service life of the tools was still longer than that of the
series tool life even at cutting speeds of 300 m/min, i.e. at an
increase of 50%. The coating of carbide hobs also produced
noteworthy results: Their service life was increased at high-
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speed cutting (vc = 480 m/min) by more than 30%.
The versatility of BALINIT ALTENSA is also proven in
lubricated machining, in which initial results demonstrate a
significant increase in service life.
Tests by an automotive supplier demonstrated that
productivity can also be clearly improved for carbide stick
blades. At a cutting speed increase of 35% to vc=200 m/min, a
30% improvement in service life was also achieved at the same
time. Another automotive supplier tested coated HSS shaper
cutters (diameter of 130 mm) in lubricated machining and the
tools lasted 140% longer.

Enhancing production performance
“The results obtained with our new coating have set new
performance standards for gear cutting and make it possible to
achieve previously unknown tool service lives as well as a
significantly improved level of process reliability at higher
cutting speeds. For users, this means better production
performance with lower manufacturing costs,” summarised
Dr Kalss. ☐
Courtesy: Oerlikon Balzers
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Scope of die-less manufacturing
From airplanes to space shuttles, sheet metal forming is involved
everywhere. The article talks on the recent developments in
die-less forming technique of sheet metal components.
In 1990, India and China had almost the same GDP per
capita on PPP basis and since then, China’s economy has
grown at a much faster rate that today it is almost 90% higher
than India’s GDP per capita on PPP basis. This tremendous
growth was driven by its research and development in the
manufacturing sector.
Sheet metal forming is a manufacturing process, which
simply means forming precise geometries from sheet metal
blank. From airplanes to space shuttles, everywhere sheet
metal forming is involved. Single-point incremental forming
is a die-less forming technique of sheet metal components.
This process has drawn the attention of many manufacturing
research communities all around the world since last two
decades. The reasons are greater process flexibility, improved
formability and reduced forming forces, when compared with
conventional forming processes like deep-drawing, stretch
forming and spinning.
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Forming 3D complex shapes
Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF) is a quick way of forming
3D complex shapes by the localised indentation and motion
of a hemispherical tip tool on the sheet blank. Tool
incrementally produces localised plastic deformation in the
sheet. As shown in figure 1, the spiral tool path of the forming
tool is controlled by the controller of a CNC machine. As
there is no use of die in ISF, so the lead time as well as cost of
manufacturing a part can be reduced. ISF is suitable for small
batch production, because for mass production, the cost and
lead time consumed in fabricating a die can be compensated.
So, the need of the hour is to optimise the lot size of production
for which ISF is profitable.
ISF technique is, nowadays, adopted by many
manufacturing sectors like automobile, aeronautical and
medical industries. Ford Motor Company has recently released
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Ford Free Form Fabrication Technology
(FFFFT) that uses TPISF (Two-Point
ISF) for rapid prototyping of automobile
parts. The cranial implant, dental plates,
and heel implant are the most common
applications of ISF in the medical sector.
Also, many research projects based on
die-less forming are running in India at
IIT Ropar, IIT Bombay, IIT Kanpur, IIT
BHU and IIT Hyderabad. Recently, IIT
Ropar and IIT Bombay presented their
research work in the field of die-less
fabrication techniques at the IMTEX
forming 2016 in Bengaluru.
Numerical investigations using FEA
is an effective technique to investigate
and predict the forming limits and
challenges. Researchers have used
various
multiphysics
simulation
software packages like ABAQUS, LSDYNA and HyperWorks to do real
time-based simulations.

Mode), the deformation is along the
axis of tool resulting in stretching of
the thin machined sheet. In this
process, thin horizontal sections are
machined from the bulk material and
then incrementally formed using a

forming tool. HD forming makes it
possible to develop some 3D structures
without any joint and weld, which
makes it very useful, while designing
submarines and space shuttles.
The most common challenges in ISF

Advt

Hybrid die-less forming
Hybrid die-less (HD) forming is also
a variant of die-less forming, which
involves another process in conjunction
with ISF. Deformation machining,
deformation bending and hybrid stretch
forming are some examples of HD
forming. Deformation machining is a
combination of thin structure machining
and single point incremental forming/
bending. This process enables the
creation of monolithic, complex
structures and geometries, which are
difficult or sometimes impossible to
manufacture employing conventional
manufacturing techniques.
In deformation machining (Bending
Mode),
the
deformation
is
perpendicular to the axis of the tool,
which results in bending of the thin
machined sheet. Firstly, thin vertical
sections are machined from the bulk
material and then bent incrementally
using a single point tool. While in
deformation machining (Stretching
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram and experimental set-up of die-less forming

are Springback, Geometric accuracy, surface roughness,
thinning and formability. The effect of spring back can be
reduced and accuracy can be improved by adopting
acompensating algorithm that is to be implemented by
modifying the toolpath. The quality of formed part is very
much dependent on the toolpath strategy. At present, many
existing CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) software’s
can be used to generate tool paths for ISF processes like
Siemens NX 8.0 and Delcam PowerMILL 10. While to
implement the compensated toolpath, one needs to program it
with the help of programming language like MATLAB and
“C”. The tool rotation, tool diameter, tool path and step depth
are the most crucial process parameters, when it comes to
forming a well-finished surface. Rotation of tool is preferable
over non-rotating tool because sliding friction is always
greater than rolling friction. Reduced tool size and lower step
size improves surface quality. Helical tool paths are generally
preferable over constant incremental tool paths, when the
better surface finish is required.
However, helical tool paths are not easy to program than
constant incremental tool paths. One of the main limitations
of ISF is thickness reduction. To improve thinning, an
adaptive toolpath was designed at IIT Ropar, which
automatically changes the increment in step depth based on
the wall angle of a geometric profile in order to sustain
uniform stretching in the axial direction.
The thinning and formability can also improve by
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performing ISF process in multi-stages, which is known as
multistage ISF.
The ideology behind choosing multi-stage ISF over
single-stage ISF is to have reduced thinning, more uniform
thickness distribution, control and reallocation of material
as much as possible to critical areas, increase in formability
of sheet and fabrication of components with steep walls.
Step features generated at the bottom during multistage ISF
is one of the main forming defects. These can be removed by
including more intermediate stages or applying some
suitable forming strategies.

Conclusion
The most recent research areas in India in the field of ISF
include micro-forming, thermoforming, tube forming, forming
of polymers and hydroforming. Despite these diverse and
challenging areas of research, ISF is still struggling to come
into the main production business. Researchers find it useful,
while industrialists still prefer the old conventional forming
techniques. The deal is money! Yes, it is. Industrialists always
need a cheap and best solution for their mass production,
which is somehow provided by ISF in terms of flexibility,
formability and low-cost tooling. But when it comes to mass
production, ISF looses the race. Many variants of ISF have
been developed in recent years to overcome such limitations
and much more are yet to come. ☐
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Quality: To be or not to be
The article talks about the need for a cultural shift from
‘acceptable quality’ to ‘outstanding quality’ in the Indian
manufacturing sector and the way to go about it
The last two decades of tremendous growth in automotive
sector has created its own set of challenges for component
manufacturers. Dealing with growth while being under
constant pressure to cut costs has had its own impact on the
level of quality that the current system can deliver. While
there is no doubt that productivity improvements have
increased significantly compared to the early nineties, the
lack of good support on manpower capability and robust
quality systems mean most Indian manufacturers have not
been able to make the jump from percentage to ppm. Even
today, factory managers and staff work long hours under
constant fire fighting just to ensure delivery. This pressure
on the system is unsustainable with a very high share of
labour being contractual.
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Quality matters
A common misconception among the supplier community
is that quality hampers productivity. This belief lies at the root
of their culture of throwing people at the problem; people with
such rudimentary skills that even today, their ability to develop
a deep-dive root cause analysis is non-existent. So most of the
problem solving is essentially experiential and relies less on
data. The application of old teaching from the classroom, such
as control charts, is rare. There is hardly any time or investment
made in skilling people on quality. What India needs right now
is a culture shift in the way they think of investing in quality.
A good starting point is for owners and promoters to
believe that investment in quality pays. This upside, however,
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is possible only at outstanding levels of quality. A recent
McKinsey-CII customer survey has shown that while it is
useful to go from ‘poor’ to ‘good’, the major upswing in
business impact happens when moving from ‘good’ to
‘outstanding’. An Auto OEM surveyed customers on their
likelihood of buying their products if outstanding quality
was delivered. The answer was that the increase would be
6x. Across many sectors, it is becoming increasingly evident
that ‘good enough’ quality is not good enough. Commitment
to outstanding quality could be the route to profitability.

Quality investment is about attitude
First, businesses need to recognise that high quality does
not equal high cost or lower profit. Most of the Indian
suppliers during their growth journey have acquired old
assets from developed countries and deployed in India. It is
amazing how the same assets that delivered outstanding
quality for the original overseas manufacturers fail to deliver
the same in Indian shop environments. The McKinsey-CII
survey of plants across industries shows that the best quality
plants are cost efficient.
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A culture of quality
The understanding of a ‘culture of quality’ varies across
leaders and organisations. Some wonder if culture even
matters. Others intuitively believe that it does, but are
unable to provide hard empirical evidence. Most practitioners
would agree that culture is essential to impact shopfloor
quality. However, culture alone is not enough.
Applying the right methods is equally important. Figure
1 depicts the approaches to addressing quality problems. On
most shopfloors, the accepted approach to quality has been
through visible models of continuous improvement and
standard work. However, these are applied only when
problems are reported. The shift that has to happen is a
move to the two right quadrants in Figure 1, where problem
solving utilises newer invisible methods to both solve and
avoid problems. In short, factories must move towards more
predictive abilities using data.

Predictive manufacturing
Is it possible for manufacturers to use predictive models
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Figure 1: The graph depicts the approaches
to addressing quality problems

that can detect failures before they happen? In today’s digital
world, it is. With hardware costs of sensors, chips, cameras
becoming cheaper by the day, data acquisition today is much
less a challenge than through traditional ERP systems.
The key lies in designing processes that use such data and
to create predictive models that are useful to people on the
shopfloor. Such processes and models can:
t Detect standard operating procedure violations before they
happen
t Detect suppliers who are likely to deliver short or poor
quality parts
t Detect a machine failure before it happens
t Provide quality personnel the top three reasons for part
failures for further investigation
The more forward looking Indian manufacturers are
exploring opportunities to take advantage of low cost data
acquisition tools and are developing process capabilities
based on early warning systems.
This is not a superficial change, but a fundamental shift in
the way shopfloor works. It will drive a shift in the quality
culture as well. This is a shift from saying, “I must solve the
problem” to emphasising that “I must not allow problems to
happen”. And even when problems do happen, to use the
power of data and computing to understand the underlying
cause and effect relationships. It is only then that shopfloors
can move away from fighting fires.

Early warning systems
Examples of predictive manufacturing or early warning
systems are plenty. Traditionally, continuous process industry
has made predictive manufacturing a way of life because the
cost of an hour of stoppage can decide whether the month
will end with a profit or loss. Over the years, process industries
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have developed industry standards in data acquisition and
software integration so that adoption becomes widespread.
Discrete industries have lagged behind.
Implementation can be undertaken in smaller steps, taking
one problem at a time. With cloud computing environments
becoming increasingly popular, investment hurdles for
companies wanting to move to predictive manufacturing are
even lower. This lower investment requirement should
encourage more participation from Indian manufacturers.
While this in itself is not the panacea of all shortcomings
in quality management, it has the ability to significantly
change the way we think about driving quality from
acceptable to outstanding.

No substitute to quality planning
Quality is integral to the reputation and bottom-line of an
organisation. While quality lapses can have far-reaching
negative consequences, outstanding quality can be both
profitable and the basis for a solid reputation. Leaders can
achieve excellence in their organisations by establishing
quality across operating, management and people systems.
Leaders play a decisive role in articulating the impact of
building outstanding quality, in setting aspirations and clearly
defining the actions needed to embed and embody a winning
culture of quality in their organisations. With computing
power, even basic quality functions of preparing control
charts becomes easy and cheaper to execute.
One thing that computing power cannot solve is the ability
of factory personnel to plan things. That skill has always
remained the exclusive domain of individual managers. Now,
with the support of data and models, managers will have the
planning abilities to get out of continuous fire-fighting.
Everyone deserves to go home at the end of the shift! ☐
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A global model for tool selection
Tools and parameters still play a key role in machining success. The
article to be presented in two parts, deals with how manufacturers
can achieve their goals by following an approach to produce
cost reductions and increased efficiency.
Although the parts, workpiece materials and machining
processes they work with differ widely, all manufacturers share
the goal of machining a certain number workpieces of a desired
quality, in a specified amount of time, at an appropriate cost.
Manufacturers typically achieve their goals by following a
narrow-perspective model that begins with tool selection and
application and solves problems on a reactive basis. Reversing
that approach will produce cost reductions and increased
efficiency. Instead of waiting for problems to arise and then
making adjustments to individual machining operations,
manufacturers should focus first on proactive preplanning
aimed at eliminating rejected parts and downtime. After
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establishing a stable and reliable process, the concepts of
production economics may be applied to achieve a balance
between production rate and manufacturing costs. Then,
through careful selection of cutting tools and machining
parameters, manufacturers can fully optimise their operations
and fulfil their production goals.

Selection of tools and cutting conditions
Metal cutting tool selection usually is application oriented.
A shop looks for a tool to machine a certain workpiece material
such as steel or aluminium, or carry out a specific operation
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A beneficial approach to tool selection
begins with consideration of how
the machining operation fits into a
manufacturer’s business overall

such as roughing or finishing. A more beneficial approach to
tool selection begins with consideration of how the machining
operation fits into a manufacturer’s business overall.
The first priority of such an approach is to ensure process
reliability and eliminate the occurrence of rejected parts and
unplanned downtime. Reliability, generically described, is a
question of respecting rules. If a shop does not recognise and
respect the effects of cutting, thermal, and chemical forces on
the tool, reliability will be replaced with tool failure.
After establishing a stable process, tooling characteristics
and cutting conditions should be chosen to match the overall
goals of the metal working business. For example, maximising
output at minimal costs may be the primary consideration in
mass production of simple parts. But on the other hand, in
high-mix, low-volume manufacturing of valuable complex
parts, total reliability and accuracy must be emphasised before
addressing manufacturing costs. Flexibility is a requirement of
tooling systems applied in such small-batch scenarios.
If cost efficiency is a primary target, the tooling must be
selected based on a low cost per cutting edge, and the choice of
cutting conditions must be in balance with that selection.
Machining parameters should emphasise long tool life as well
as process reliability. If, conversely, workpiece quality is the top
priority, high performance precision tooling applied at
appropriate cutting conditions will be the correct approach.
Whatever the target, each different set of goals leads to the
selection of different cutting conditions and tools.

Selecting and adjusting cutting conditions
In the initial planning of machining a new part, selection of
tooling and cutting conditions should begin with consideration
of the machining method, tool geometry and tool material.
The part being machined will largely determine those
requirements. For instance, a nickel-base aerospace component
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may dictate profile milling with a positive-geometry solidcarbide end mill. The choice is guided by the shop’s basic goals
in terms of production rate, cost and quality of the workpieces,
and it is dependent on the depth of cut, feed rate and cutting
speed that may be applied to achieve those goals.
A different selection process is appropriate for modifying
existing part making operations to produce better results in
terms of productivity, economy or reliability. In these cases, a
step-by-step approach is recommended, beginning with
changes in cutting conditions, then geometries, cutting
materials, tool concepts and finally machining methods.
Notably, most shops work in the opposite sequence and first
consider changing tools or machining methods when
attempting to improve machining results.
A much easier and usually effective initial approach begins
with altering cutting parameters. Cutting conditions have a
wide range of influence, and changing cutting speed or feed
rate by a nominal amount may solve a problem or boost
productivity without the expense or time consumed in
changing tools.
If modifying cutting parameters fails to produce the desired
effect, changes can be made in the cutting tool’s geometry.
However, this step is more complicated than simply changing
parameters, will require application of new tools, and will
increase tool and machine time costs. A switch in cutting tool
materials is another alternative, but also will involve greater
investment in time and money. Changing the cutting tools or
holders themselves may be necessary, but this raises the
possibility of moving into custom-made tools, all of which can
further increase manufacturing costs.
If all these steps do not provide the desired result, then a
change in the machining method may be necessary. The key
is to explore the changes in a deliberate, step-by-step fashion
that will make clear what factors actually do produce the
desired outcome.
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In the initial planning of machining a new part,
selection of tooling and cutting conditions should
begin with consideration of the machining method,
tool geometry and tool material

Because it appears to be a fast and easy approach, many
shops use CAM systems to guide their tool selections. That
method is effective in many cases, but may not provide
optimum results. A CAM system does not take into account
the full range of individual operational characteristics.
Applying a milling cutter, for example, is not simply a case of
plugging in speed, feed rate, and DOC. Optimal application
involves factors ranging from the number of teeth in the cutter,
to how well chips are evacuated and the strength of the tool, to
the stability of the milling machine. It is necessary to recognise
all of those factors to fully attain the goals of a manufacturing
operation, be they metal removal rate, tool life, surface
roughness or economy.

Speed, feed and depth of cut
Many shop managers believe that simply increasing cutting
speeds will produce more parts per period of time and, thereby,
reduce manufacturing costs. However, there are more elements
of manufacturing costs than output volume alone. An example
is an operation where changing a tool in mid-operation would
have detrimental effect on part quality and machining time.
Increasing cutting speed would result in more rapid
production, but tool life would decline. Machining costs would
rise due to more frequent tool replacements and greater
machine downtime during the changes.
Raising cutting speed shortens tool life and may make an
operation less stable, while changing depth of cut or feed rate
has minimal effect on tool life. Accordingly, the best results
come from a balanced approach that involves reduced cutting
speeds matched with proportional increases in feed rate and
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depth of cut. Utilising the largest depth of cut possible decreases
the number of cutting passes required and, thereby, reduces
machining time. Feed rate should be maximised as well,
although workpiece quality and surface finish can be affected
by feed rates that are excessive. In a generalised example,
raising the cutting speed from 180 m/min to 200 m/min will
increase metal removal rate by only about 10%, but will have a
negative effect on tool life. Increasing feed rate from 0.2 mm/
rev to 0.3 mm/rev will increase metal removal rate by 50%,
with minimal, if any, effect on tool life.
In most cases, increases in feed rate and depth of cut at the
same or lower cutting speeds will raise the metal removal rate
of an operation to that achieved by higher cutting speeds alone.
Among the benefits of working with a combination of lower
cutting speeds with greater feed rates and smaller depth of cut
is reduced consumption of energy.
The final step in optimisation of cutting conditions is
selecting an appropriate criterion in terms of minimum cost or
maximum productivity and using cutting speed to fine-tune
achievement of that criterion. A model developed at the
beginning of the 20th century by American mechanical engineer
F.W. Taylor can guide that choice.
The model demonstrates that for a given combination of
depth of cut and feed, there is a certain window for cutting
speeds where tool deterioration is safe, predictable and
controllable. When working in that window, it is possible to
qualify and quantify the relation between cutting speed, tool
wear and tool life. The target is a higher cutting speed that
reduces machine time costs, but does not excessively raise
cutting tool costs via accelerated tool wear. ☐
Part 2 of the article will appear in the next issue
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Big Data: Now in 3D metrology
New innovations cover every angle and metrology systems rely more on advanced enterprise
software architecture, data computation, analysis and reporting to open new options for
usage and insights than ever before. The article highlights the application of Big Data to
automotive body-shop lines with automated 3D inspection and process control.
For the past 15 years or more, automotive manufacturers
had to choose between very different paradigms to help them
improve the quality of their products, shorten new vehicle
launch and ramp up to reach stable full capacity during
on-going production. On one side, there were proven CMM
technologies and methods that are mostly used in the measuring
room and near the line for measurement, analysis and problem
solving of sample parts. On the other side, there were in-line
process control systems working fast to support the line cycle
times, but with limited reliability and dimensional info to solve
a problem once a quality concern is raised.
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In reality and throughout the last decade, most OEMs &
suppliers decided on a mixed dimensional control strategy
involving both traditional measurement systems such as
Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence’s bridge and horizontal
arms CMM and others supporting in-line process control
systems. In some cases, this led to an overlap with efficiency
challenges and iterative processes.
In parallel, additional metrology systems and technologies
such as non-contact optical scanners were developed to
complement traditional probing CMMs. These new noncontact scanners first used in manual configurations and then
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White board with 360° SIMS
reports near the bodyline

matured into semi-automated measuring cells were proving
highly useful in various automotive industry applications from
prototype through die to sheet metal stampings and closure
measurements amongst others.

Automating 3D inspection
Indeed for a long period in-line and fully automated
applications presented a significant challenge to classic
metrology provider such as measuring up to 100% of production
parts and assemblies, measuring always with cycle time, 24/7
operation in demanding production environment and fully
integrating with the line automation and control architecture
to name a few. However, given its broad technology base and
application know-how, Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence
took on this challenge to transform the category by integrating
metrology with automation and create a fast, rich and actionable
metrology based process control.
In the last years, there has been a definite shift in approach
to quality control in serial manufacturing. Process innovations
and developments in metrology equipment have moved
inspections out of the quality room and progressively closer to
the line. The result is a reduction in the time taken to collect
data, obtain information and act to correct issues. Many of
these changes are fueled by innovations on the software side,
which help deal with the large amounts of data created and put
those into best usage.

Combining software & sensing technology
Hexagon’s area measurement technology combined with
the 360° SIMS software results in a variety of powerful analysis
tools including rich colour maps, visual SPC, comparisons,
trend charts for large data sets and patent pending video of the
day reports. Analysis of measurement results such as surface
geometries, edge lines, character lines and cross sections makes
it easier to understand the main causes of sheet metal part
deformations and assemblies’ quality issues.
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“Our objective was to reach into the production environment
and combine our metrology capabilities with the inline
process control methodologies and new software strengths,”
explained Tal Vagman, Director—Product Strategy, Hexagon
Manufacturing Intelligence. “We intend to further support the
combination of Big Data colourmap and point-based quality
evaluation as well as data interfaces to factory SPC systems and
reporting,” he added.
Having bridged the once separate metrology and process
control domains, Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence
introduced a new category of Smart Inline Measurement
Solutions or 360° SIMS. These solutions are designed to
integrate advanced full 3D metrology capabilities with those
specific methods and characteristics of process control and inline gauging systems. Customer installations typically include
industrial robots mounted white light area measurement
sensors and powerful point cloud-based software along with
various automation devices for maximal flexibility and reach.

Towards digital factories
“360° SIMS installations are designed to be adapted to their
respective environment and target industry applications
mainly in the automotive body shop,” says Louis Mussa,
Vice President, Strategic Business Development—APAC,
Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence. “Analysis of the
technology implementations shows that customers are noting
significant improvements in efficiency, faster problem
resolutions and higher usability of the measurement data,”
he added.
Apart from these and other capital and operational savings,
customers also expect these new solution to offer greater
flexibility in measuring multiple models and allowing for easy
product updates with the ever shortening times between new
models. Overall, it’s another step towards the digital factory of
tomorrow, and integrates Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence
most powerful offering to meet customer needs. ☐
Courtesy: Hexagon
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Tackling ID grinding
Achieving maximum productivity and profitability when externally grinding cylindrical
workpieces is a challenge on its own. Grinding internal diameters, however, poses
additional challenges, including problems clearing swarf and difficulty controlling
heat generated in the basically enclosed ID grinding process.
The grinding spindle is a key component in successful
grinding operations. Spindle speed capacity is one of the most
important features of an ID grinding spindle. Achieving high
grinding speeds necessitates application of direct-drive spindles.
For ID grinding of small-diameter bores, the spindle must be
able to rotate a small wheel at a surface speed sufficient to
produce good grinding results. For example, an operation such
as finish grinding of diesel fuel injectors with a 3 mm diameter
grinding wheel will require spindle speeds in excess of 120,000
rpm. Inadequate spindle speed when grinding small bores will
cause increased grinding forces, reduced material removal
rates, poor part surface finish and accuracies, and overall
reduced grinding performance.
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Advanced spindle technology
Advanced spindle technology is needed to achieve the high
spindle speeds required for internal grinding. The spindle
bearings should be as large as possible in order to support the
largest diameter spindle shaft. This will maximise spindle
rigidity, which is a requirement for high-accuracy grinding.
However, this means that the bearings must run at extremely
high speeds. Advanced bearing and spindle design and advanced
lubrication techniques are required to achieve these high
bearing speeds. The rotor of the internal motor must have a
sufficient diameter to produce ample torque for grinding
operations throughout a wide speed range, and must also fit the
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Advanced bearing and spindle design
and advanced lubrication techniques are
required to achieve high bearing speeds

largest spindle shaft possible. This requires advanced shaft and
rotor design to remain stable and well balanced at top speed,
withstanding the high centrifugal forces produced at high
rotational speeds.
The size of the grinding wheel is another major factor in ID
grinding productivity. A wheel that is too large will not generate
sufficient pressure to cut effectively and will quickly become
dull. In addition, an overly large wheel will impede coolant
flow, raising temperatures in the grinding zone and interfering
with swarf removal. On the other hand, a wheel that is too small
grinds inefficiently because it presents a relatively small amount
of abrasive to the workpiece. Excessive pressure that results
from the use of an undersize wheel will accelerate wheel wear
and increase load on the spindle.

Cooling of spindle components
For internal grinding, the ideal wheel has a diameter that is
about 70 to 80% of the intended bore diameter. For very small
holes, it may be necessary to apply a wheel that represents a
greater percentage of the bore diameter. Grinding wheels
should be free cutting and generate as little heat as possible,
because the enclosed nature of ID grinding traps and sustains
heat in the grinding zone. Accordingly, comprehensive cooling
of spindle components is crucial. A spindle should feature
separate liquid cooling circuits for front and rear bearings as
well as for the spindle motor itself. Spindle bearing lubrication,
another thermal management factor, generally is an oil/air mix
provided by direct injection.
Cooling the wheel/workpiece interface is equally essential.
High-performance grinding spindles feature coolant-through
shaft unions that deliver coolant directly to the grinding zone.
They do so at pressures upwards of 30 bar to effectively cool for
spindle speeds up to 180,000 rpm.
Rigid support and smooth operation of spindle bearings
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enable consistent production of required part surface finishes.
Bearings typically perform for 15,000 to 25,000 hours before
needing overhaul. However, grinding fluid, high temperatures
and swarf that make up the hostile grinding environment can
contaminate bearings and shorten their lives exponentially. Top
quality spindles have labyrinth seals combined with an air
curtain ring at the interface of the rotating shaft and stationary
housing to prevent contaminants from entering.

Getting the best
The ID grinding spindle must be as short and stiff as
possible to resist forces of grinding and compact enough to best
utilise the limited machine workspace available. Mounting the
grinding wheels on tungsten carbide quills will also enhance
stiffness. The quill should be as short as possible; in general, a
quill with a length/diameter ratio of 3:1 or less will provide
sufficient rigidity for ID grinding. Conversely, when the lengthdiameter ratio is equal to or greater than 6:1, problems involving
chatter, deflection and taper of the ground part can arise.
Workholding is another area where ID grinding prompts
special considerations. ID grinding is not performed between
centres, so workpiece clamping has to present the part in perfect
alignment with the grinding spindle to assure concentricity.
The clamping arrangement must hold the workpiece securely
but not distort it, a task that may be difficult when internally
grinding thin-walled parts.
Aside from the spindle technology, the most important
contributors to long and effective spindle life are the machine
operators. It is essential that those who run the grinding
machines receive sufficient training and develop full awareness
of the factors that affect spindle operation. Knowledgeable
operators, combined with advanced spindle technology, can
help a shop get the best out of its ID grinding operations. ☐
Courtesy: United Grinding
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Adopting advanced technologies
The article illustrates how an engineering institute has set-up a CAE - Optimisation Lab,
equipped with Altair HyperWorks CAE tools, to expose their students to the latest
technologies in product design, analysis, and optimisation.
Within the range of the CAE - Optimisation Lab, The
College of Engineering, Pune (CoEP), has launched various
courses to impart knowledge on Altair HyperWorks. This
initiative bridges the gap between industry expectations &
needs and the knowledge that graduating students possess.
Being trained on advanced and contemporary technologies
such as the HyperWorks suite has opened new opportunities
for students to embark their career has improved national
ranking of the college for investing in a modern & robust
infrastructure, and also has benefitted the industry by creating
a talent pool of well-trained manpower, available to work on
breakthrough engineering initiatives.
According to Dr Anil Sahasrabudhe, Director, CoEP, “The
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results technology gives are only as good as the person
operating the system. Technology is, thus, limited to the
knowledge & experience of the person working on it and with
this CoEP project we set-out to break the boundaries of both—
gain proficiency on technology and create new knowledge.”

Addressing challenges
CoEP was amongst the first institutes in India to realise the
fast changing pace of engineering innovation that calls for a
corresponding change in education to play a significant role in
providing knowledge and the needed skill-set possessed by its
graduating students. The CoEP leaders knew that education
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should be consistent with the contemporary knowledge and
the state-of-the-art technology used in the industry.
To further improve the college’s ranking, to provide a basis
for the students’ future career opportunities and to strengthen
collaborations with the industry, CoEP had to establish an
environment where teachers and students alike are able to
leverage state-of-the-art engineering technologies to cover
contemporary requirements in the market. With this objective,
CoEP founded the CAE-Optimisation Lab and had then to
decide which tools would cover the needs of the centre best,
while leading to a self-sustaining operation of the lab.

Benefits — Center of Excellence for CAE
In 2011, CoEP and Altair Engineering in association with
DesignTech Systems established the “Center of Excellence for
CAE—Optimisation” to carry out research work for thesis
papers and PhDs, that provide consultancy and product design
optimisation as well as analysis services to R&D departments
of companies in the areas of product design and engineering.
The additional objective of the centre was to offer trainings to
working professionals, under-graduate and post-graduate
engineering students. The idea was to capitalise on the
infrastructure of the centre that uses latest technologies from
Altair in product design, optimisation and analysis including
HyperMesh, RADIOSS, OptiStruct and HyperStudy. The
centre was to be self-sustaining and meant to not only educate
students on these cutting edge technologies, but also assist the
industry, to be able to conduct their product design optimisation
work at a reasonable financial investment. Futher, the centre
also aimed at aiding research students and aspirants of PhDs to
be able to make the most of this facility to complete their
papers and research work.
As per Dr V K Tripathi, Coordinator, CoEP-Altair Center
of Excellence for CAE Optimisation, “The CAE-Optimisation
Center of Excellence empowers students to work on complex
analysis projects, enables researchers to conduct detailed and
thorough studies, and offers working professionals a platform
to upgrade their knowledge on advanced technologies such as
CAE software through specialised courses. It also helps
professors and students to use the facility to the full extent for
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their research work and publishing their projects in national
and international forums. All-in-all, CoEP-Altair Center of
Excellence equips and inspires students, professionals,
researchers, industry and faculties alike to pursue higher level
product design analysis and optimisation work to create
designs that perform and achieve excellence.”
With this goal, he has also introduced many different
HyperWorks courses for students and working professionals,
interested to learn more about product design optimisation
and in gaining a proficiency on Altair’s software, especially
its specialised software on design optimisation OptiStruct
and solidThinking Inspire. Design optimisation, including
hands-on lab sessions, is now also part of the syllabus for
graduate and post graduate students.
One of the main reasons why the CoEP has decided to
work with Altair was Altair’s dedicated tool for structural
analysis, OptiStruct. It is a state-of-the-art software in the
industry, easy to use and an excellent tool for shape and size
analysis and optimisation. In addition, the HyperWorks
tools have an open architecture and its pre- and postprocessing tools (i.e. HyperStudy) can be linked with any
other solver to produce the desired result. All the Altair
tools can be used for academic as well as for research
projects, which makes Altair HyperWorks the perfect
solution for theoretical and systematic optimisation.

Generating best results
The CoEP and Altair Center of Excellence has equipped
and geared students, faculties and researchers alike to work
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on innovative ideas. It allowed and encouraged them to
experiment with new concepts, conduct complex analysis
that inspired students to showcase their talents in several
contests of national and international repute. Assistant
researchers could conduct conclusive and result oriented
research-work to be published in reputed journals and present
at national and international forums. The creation of the
centre has significantly increased project quality submitted
by students, enabled better company placements, set-up the
basis for better collaboration with the industry, generate
revenue through additional evening training programs, which
help to run a self-sustaining model of Center of Excellence as
well as develop interest among students about technologies
for product design optimisation.
While earlier, students feared the complex mathematical
calculations that might be involved in topology and
topography optimisation, the students trained on OptiStruct
now have the confidence to use this cutting-edge tool and
are able to generate best results. It handles all calculations
in the background, and it even takes manufacturability
aspects into consideration. It then suggests the ideal product
design that can withstand occurring forces and loads within
the defined boundary conditions. While doing so, it also
suggests ideal mass distribution by throwing up a design
option that can, not just save raw material, but can help
build product that is lighter than before and yet stronger.
This enables students to apply optimisation in their
university work as well as in their future career, helping to
create better, lighter and stiffer products. ☐
Courtesy: DesignTech Systems
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Selecting safety standards
The feature discusses the different types of industrial safety
standards and compliance issues in reference to the local regulation,
while providing global approach in selecting safety standards for
machine safeguarding requirements
When embarking on a path to implement machine
safeguarding (protective) measures, one cannot dismiss the
influence and importance of documented safety requirements
– whether they are mandatory versus voluntary; normative
opposed to informative; and regardless of their designation as
a law, directive, regulation, harmonised standard, consensus
standard, technical guideline, or merely best practice.
‘Safety standards’ are requirements designed to ensure the
safety of people around products, activities, or processes. They
may be advisory or compulsory and are typically laid down by
either a voluntary or statutory body that may be advisory or
regulatory.
When it comes to safety standards, there is no shortage of
documentation outlining specific requirements. Before
defaulting to a laundry list of requirements that your
organisation has bought into for guidance, it is important to
first understand why referencing specific sources is important
to an organisation.
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Why reference standards?
Generally speaking, we reference documented material as a
measurement we can compare to. In terms of machine safety,
this is a sort of litmus test; selecting appropriate standards will
clearly define the minimum allowable requirements,
specifications and expectations for comparison, which in turn,
will ease the burden of determining if those goals have been
achieved – either by internal team members retrofitting
equipment or external suppliers contracted to provide
equipment with appropriate safeguards.

Identifying EH&S goals
Before we can get into which safety standards are ‘right’ for
an organisation, we must also address what the goals of the
organisation are. There are many different factors that influence
the needs and desires to provide a safe workplace, but
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When determining which standards to
apply, the organisation must consider
a number of factors

understanding the intentions will provide a guidance.
One of the major factors to consider is if the organisation is
striving for compliance, safety, or a combination of the two.
While at first glance these aspects may appear to be one and
the same, they are in fact very distinctive. ‘Compliance’ is the
practice of adhering strictly to published standards and could
be viewed as a reactive or defensive approach to safety, in that
the primary purpose is to evade prosecution – either in a court
of law or in the court of public opinion. ‘Safety,’ on the other
hand, is viewed as a proactive approach to provide protection
from danger or to achieve a condition with as little risk as
possible, or as low as reasonably practical (ALARP).
It is important to recognise that ‘compliant’ equipment is
not always ‘safe’ and that ‘safe’ equipment is not always
‘compliant’, leading many of us to desire both ‘safety’ and
‘compliance.’ While it could be argued that as long as the true
goal of providing a safe workplace is maintained, compliance
may not truly matter. For many, however, compliance is
extremely relevant because it provides a decisive result
regarding how safe is ‘safe enough’ while also protecting
organisations from further liability. Clearly understanding
your organisation’s view on this issue will provide great
assistance with this endeavour.

Types of standards
The primary purpose of most safety standards is to provide
the audience (readers) with an overall framework and guidance
for decisions during the entire lifecycle of machinery to enable
them to maintain machines that are safe for their intended use.
Many standards developing organisations (SDOs) use the
following structure:
t Type–A standards (basic safety standards) giving basic
concepts, principles for design and general aspects that can
be applied to machinery
t Type–B standards (generic safety standards) dealing with
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one safety aspect or one type of safeguard that can be used
across a wide range of machinery:
Type–B1 standards on particular safety aspects (e.g.,
■
safety distances, surface temperature, noise)
Type–B2 standards on safeguarding device (e.g. two■
hand controls, interlocking devices, pressure-sensitive
devices, guards)
t Type–C standards (machine safety standards) dealing with
detailed safety requirements for a particular machine or
group of machines
Often, safety professionals either focus on one of two ends
of the spectrum. Some will gravitate toward the type–A and
–B standards (often referred to as ‘horizontal standards’
because of their broad application across industries and
machine types), assuming general requirements applicable to
all machines will address most concerns. Others will focus
only on the type–C standards (sometimes labelled as ‘vertical
standards’ due to their depth of focus on a specific topic), in
hopes that the panel of experts, who created the standard,
addressed all possible scenarios and provided clear direction
regarding how to abate any resulting risks.
In reality, however, it is imperative to use all applicable
standards together – both horizontal & vertical – to ensure the
most thorough approach to risk identification & mitigation to
achieve the safest equipment & workplace attainable. Type–A
standards provide a general overview of hazard identification
and type–B standards provide typical requirements addressing
conventional application of safety aspects or devices, while
type–C standards probe deeper into the respective details as
they apply to a specific industry or machine group. It is
important to note that when a type–C standard deviates from
one or more technical stipulations addressed by a type–B
standard, the type–C standard takes precedence. Additionally,
there may be instances where type–C standards do not exist
within a region for specific equipment, in which case the
type–A and –B standards become even more significant.
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Regulatory requirements
When determining which standards to apply, the
organisation must consider a number of factors. First, there are
local regulatory (legal) requirements which are mandatory and
must be met. For organisations that operate only in a specific
country or region of the world, the list of possible standards to
choose from is somewhat more limited. If your organisation
operates internationally, the catalogue of potential standards is
extensive in comparison.
Regardless of the function of your organisation – either as
a machine builder (OEM), integrator, or end-user – it is
important to understand the governing obligations that apply.
For global organisations, the Agreement on Technical Barriers
to Trade (TBT) developed by the World Trade Organisation
(WTO) is worth mentioning. This agreement strives to ensure
that regulations, standards, testing and certification procedures
do not create unnecessary obstacles, while also providing
member countries with the right to implement measures to
achieve legitimate policy objectives, such as the protection of
human health and safety, or the environment.

writing on the wall and make efforts to stay relevant and
competitive in the marketplace by applying best practices from
across the world.

Relevancy of standards
In addition to the regulatory requirements of each region,
organisations should also consider the expectations of the
consumers and the local market. No entity wishes to be
perceived as one with little or no regard for the local population
and environment; this is one reason why so many companies
today make great efforts to give back through charitable and
philanthropic activities in their communities. Equal attention
and investment should be made internally to ensure that the
safety and welfare of the employees are adequately addressed
and maintained.
Article continued on the next page...

Expectations in Asia
Conversely, many Asian countries apply expectations of
safety to the employee, either through documented standards
or cultural expectations. Some Asian countries – including
Japan, China and Korea – continue to develop or adopt
standards related to safety of machinery. However, adherence
to and enforcement of these standards is still somewhat
arbitrary at this time.

Global approach
Understanding the legal ramifications of local laws and
customs is essential to making an educated decision on which
standards to select for your organisation. Although many
companies do not operate globally, there is a strong case to be
made to implement a combined approach, establishing a
holistic policy to share the responsibilities surrounding safety
with all stakeholders. Many proactive companies – especially
end users – are applying this approach by establishing clear
requirements for the acquisition of new equipment (affecting
suppliers), for upgrading and maintaining existing equipment
(affecting plant level management), and setting expectations of
their employees. Manufacturers and suppliers, who wish to
transact with forward looking companies, should read the
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Comparison of primary obligations by region

Coordinated application of standards

In today’s global marketplace, any competitive advantage is
considered a leg up. While cost is important, forward thinking
companies look beyond the initial cost of acquisition and
consider the total cost of ownership – including legal liability,
public perception, and future costs (both direct and indirect)
which would come into play if an incident were to occur. For
progressive organisations, the value of human life is equal in
all parts of the world, regardless of legal requirements.

Selecting standards

Differences between standards
In regard to safety standards, there are technical differences
that exist within various industries and regions. For instance,
when applying electro-sensitive protective equipment (ESPE)
such as light curtains to protect people from identified hazards,
their effectiveness relies upon the device being located
(mounted) at an appropriate distance from the hazard such
that the hazardous motion or situation is prevented, completed
or stopped before the individual can be harmed. In order to
determine the minimum safe distance, a formula must be
applied. The theory behind the formula is exactly the same in
Europe and North America; only the identifiers for the
variables are different. It is difficult to claim that one formula
is ‘safer’ than the other when both regions have thousands – if
not millions – of compliant installations where personnel have
been effectively protected from harm.
For organisations operating globally, which standard
should be selected? It is clear that one standard cannot be
selected as the most conservative, because both standards
require a greater distance at different intervals. One could
create an internal requirement that the most conservative value
always be applied, thus ensuring ease of use in terms of auditing
to a consistent standard and providing for the possibility of
global relocation of equipment. However, this approach may
cause undue restrictions in various world regions, including
use of extra floor space that would not otherwise be required.
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The balance between ease of use and cost of implementation
is ultimately what must be determined for each organisation.
While establishing a list of requirements to be used globally
may have select benefits, so does the regionalised management
of local requirements.
When determining which standards to apply in a given
industry or application, it is important to circle back to the
types of standards discussed above and not discount their
significance. While type–A and –B standards from various
regions can often be boiled down and combined into best
practices, type–C standards still address the specific concerns
of the application.
In some instances, there may simply be no type–C
standards in existence for the equipment in question,
especially when the machinery is custom built for a very
unique process. Sometimes, type–C standards may not exist
in the local environment, but do in external regions. In these
circumstances, the organisation should consider whether or
not to apply non-legislative requirements as a best practice
approach to reducing risk. In other instances, there may be
multiple requirements within a region or across regions. In
these scenarios, the organisation is most likely best off
addressing each situation on a case–by–case basis.

Conclusion
There is no one ‘right’ choice for every organisation
when selecting standards to follow for implementing
safeguarding measures. There are, however, choices which
are clearly wrong – such as not doing anything. If the process
appears daunting and overwhelming, do not hesitate to
request assistance from outside sources, preferably sources
with direct and extensive experience in a wide range of
industries and world regions. ☐
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Energy chain systems

Machining centre

igus offers the E4.1L energy chain which provides optimum use of
installation space, is lightweight and gives high stability. This energy chain
combines the strengths of different series of chains from igus and also has
a design that is very
kind to all the surfaces
in contact with the
cables. In addition to
the rounded surfaces
that come in contact
with cables, gridding
and positioning scales E4.1L energy chain
are used for the best
possible separation of the chain. Along with the easy assembly and high
stability, it displays its strengths especially in fast unsupported applications,
such as in automation or in machine tools. Compared to E4.1, the
application-oriented design of the E4.1L could save so much mass that the
chain is about 30% lighter. The energy chain is now available from stock in
more interior heights between 31 and 64 millimetres and new widths, as
well as fully enclosed options for the protection against chips. As for the
open energy chain, the company also has an ESD version.

EMAG has unveiled the VTC 100 GT shaft hard machining centre, a
customised production solution to meet the machining requirements in
automotive industry. The customised solution
is capable of grinding with aluminium oxide or
CBN and the complete final machining of the
shaft on a single machine. The term ‘shaft
machining’ covers a wide range of different
work. The machining process for gearbox
shafts, rotor shafts, pump shafts, engine
shafts, propeller shafts and balancing shafts
can differ massively in certain circumstances.
The required component quality, machining
time (and therefore machining costs), tool
costs and energy consumption differ depending VTC 100 GT
on the process used. All these factors must be
weighed against each other. With this in mind, EMAG’s VTC 100 GT achieves
maximum flexibility of final machining by integrating all hard processes in
a single machine where the methods can be changed flexibly to suit the
component. The important point for this is that the outstanding accessibility
of the system ensures short tooling and retooling times.

igus (India) | Bengaluru

EMAG India | Bengaluru
Email: HAshwini@emag.com | Tel: +91-80-4254-4400

Email: harish@igus.in |Tel: +91-80-49127809

Automated inspection system
FARO Technologies has launched the FARO Factory Robo-Imager product
line, a system that combines the FARO Factory Array Imager with a
collaborative robot to provide highly adaptable,
safe and automated in- and near-line
inspection solutions. The product line pairs
newest sensor, the FARO Factory Array Imager,
with a human-collaborative robot in two
configurations: either a fixed installation or
turnkey mobile station. The Robo-Imager fixed
installation can be mounted anywhere in the
factory and deliver automated measurements
while the Robo-Imager Mobile is the same
Robo-Imager mounted on an instrumented FARO Factory Robo-Imager
cart that can be quickly moved to wherever
measurement tasks are required. The Factory Array Imager is a new
metrology-grade 3D sensor with blue light technology, capable of quickly
capturing high-resolution measurement data for dimensional inspection on
parts, assemblies and tools. When coupled with a collaborative robot, the
Robo-Imager provides a turnkey solution to automate the inspection and
verification of parts at any location. The Factory Array Imager is the second
product in the company’s new Early Adopter (EA) Programme.
FARO Business Technologies India | New Delhi
Email: india@faro.com |Tel: +91-11-46465664
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Laser scanners

Compact mechatronic rotary module

Micro-Epsilon has introduced scanCONTROL series of laser scanners that
measure even the smallest of parts, enabling a new dimension of quality
control. The new scanCONTROL 29xx-10/BL stands out as new product on
the market and enables high resolution measurements of extremely small
objects. The scanner is equipped with a blue-violet laser diode and projects
a 10 mm long laser line at a profile resolution of 1280 measuring points
onto the measurement object. This
results in a point distance of just
7.8 µm, which enables the laser
profile scanner to provide twice the
resolution of previous laser
scanners with a 25 mm measuring
range. The blue laser line used can
be projected significantly more
sharply than the red one. While scanCONTROL laser scanner
allowing higher stability, the blue
laser light does not penetrate the measurement object due to the shorter
wavelength of the blue-violet laser. Therefore, blue laser sensors enable
more reliable measurements on red-hot glowing and organic objects. The
scanner finds application in the production of precision parts.

SCHUNK has developed ERS rotary modules for rotary movements in the
medium load range. Currently, the most compact mechatronic rotary module
on the market, it is available in unit size of 170 with a height of 66 mm,
achieving a nominal moment of 5
Nm, and a maximum moment of
up to 17 Nm. It is used for
implementing
flexible
and
compact system concepts. The
core piece is a torque motor with
a hollow shaft. It is light-weight
and compact, and is absolutely
wear-free, making it very reliable.
ERS rotary module
It can endlessly turn up to 250
rpm to any intermediate position
at a repeat accuracy of 0.01°. In contrast to rotary modules with a
conventional servo motor, the ERS has no additional interfering contours
and no elasticity. This long-lasting module convinces with high acceleration,
swiveling speed, and precision. It is available in three sizes – 135, 170 and
210 with outside diameters of 135 to 210 mm. The version with feedthrough is available with outside diameters of 170 and 210 mm.

Micro-Epsilon | Pune

SCHUNK Intec India | Bengaluru

Email: pragnesh.mori@micro-epsilon.de | Tel: +91-20-2674-1009

Email: info@in.schunk.com | Tel: 080-40538999

Drilling tool inserts

Milling tools

Mitsubishi has expanded MVX indexable inserts type drill series. The new
drill series having high rigidity steel body,
enables drilling up to 6 L/D applications.
The SOMX type inserts are interchangeable
from inner to outer position, have 4
cutting edges and a unique wavy chip
breaker design for improved chip control.
The peripheral edge also has a wiper type
geometry for excellent hole wall accuracy
and surface finishes. The inserts are also
positioned in such a way that when
cutting, they are both equally in contact
with the workpiece, thereby, reducing
drill body flex to provide a more consistent
performance. The main features are – MVX indexable insert drill
economical 4 corner insert, unique wavy
breaker design, wiper edge for excellent wall accuracy, ideal combination
of outer CVD and inner PVD coated insert, high rigidity body, variety of
grades and breakers for steel, stainless steel and cast iron applications.
Difficulties such as chip clogging and dissimilar rates of wear on inner
and outer inserts have been resolved with the new design.

WIDIA has introduced the new VSM490 double-sided shoulder milling
platform for achieving true 90-degree shoulders and floors with superior
surface finish. Designed for low horsepower draw and free machining,
VSM490 delivers an effective one-two
punch of reduced horsepower at the
machine and higher speed and feed rates
that gets jobs done faster with an improved
surface quality. With four cutting edges
and multiple corner nose radii available,
the robust VSM490-15 inserts provide
added stability and reliability in addition to
delivering true 90-degree shoulders and
floors. Two insert geometries are available:
VSM490
MM (universal) and ML (light) with sharper
cutting edges resulting in lower cutting
forces for mild steels and stainless. VSM490 cutter bodies, made with tight
tolerances to ensure minimum run-out, have an integral chip gash design
for excellent chip evacuation along with hardened-steel construction and
hardened pocket seats for improved resistance to deformation. They are
available in shell, screw on, cylindrical shank and Weldon shank models
with internal air and coolant capability.

MMC Hardmetal India | Pune
Email: mayur.kulkarni@mmci.co.in | Tel: +91-20-6520-8430
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Encoder systems

Barcode positioning system

Renishaw offers TONiC linear and rotary (angle) encoder systems that give
a visual indication of the signal level and calibration status. The new
encoder systems feature integral set-up
LEDs that are usually sufficient for
installation
purposes. Also, those
customers with the most challenging setup requirements are now supported by an
optional PC software package for use in
conjunction with a diagnostic hardware
kit. The software is particularly useful in
situations where reliable visual assessment
TONiC diagnostic kit
of the LED is difficult. The company’s
TONiC diagnostic hardware kit is supplied
in a convenient carry-case to enable interface between any TONiC readhead
and a standard USB port. The diagnostic kit includes a diagnostic dongle
and associated hardware, connectors and a USB cable. Once the TONiC
readhead is connected to the diagnostic system, the customer can view the
incremental signal amplitude and confirm that the reference mark is
correctly calibrated via a graphical interface, which also allows the user to
remotely calibrate the system and toggle the AGC status.

Leuze electronic invented the BPS barcode positioning system more than
10 years ago. The second generation of these established devices is now
available in the new Leuze electronic
product design. The working range of the
new BPS 300i devices is unmatched at 50
to 170 mm. They are, thus, extremely
tolerant of mechanical fluctuations that
can arise in typical applications in
intralogistics and in the automotive
industry, for example, in high-bay storage
devices, telpher lines, gantry cranes or
BPS 300i
pushing platforms. Even at high traverse
rates of up to 10 m/s, the reproducible
accuracy is +/-0.15 mm. BPS 300i devices feature an integrated Profinet
interface; additional interfaces such as Profibus and SSI will follow. The
modularity allows devices to be equipped with various connection
technologies, integrated LED display and integrated heating for applications
up to -35°C. An availability control monitors and reports the performance
reserve of the total system. The bars are not simply printed on top, but are
instead integrated in the base material through phototypesetting.

Renishaw | Pune
Email: samina.khalid@renishaw.com | Tel: +91-20-4900-1589

Leuze electronic | Bengaluru
Email: info@leuze.in | Tel: +91-9731533055

Coolant through the tool application
Suhner introduced the new ‘coolant through the tool’ application for quill
feed drilling units. Optimising the cooling and lubrication effect to help
increase chip removal, tool life and performance requires the coolantlubricant mix in direct contact with the cutting edge of the tool. In the past,
the application of an internal
pressurised
coolant-lubricant
mix, especially for quill feed
units, presented challenges and
complications. A new approach
engineered by REGO-FIX® is
called reCool® where the coolantlubricant mix enters the collet
from radial direction and then
Suhner quill feed unit with coolant
passes through the tool. It is very
through attachment
simple and effective. Based on
this idea, SUHNER adapted the
reCool® principle and designed attachments for the application of internal
coolant liquids for its MONOmaster and MULTImaster families of quill feed
drilling units. Drilling with coolant through the tool application typically
allows for a 20% increase in surface cutting speed, which results in higher
chip removal rates and drastically reduces the machine cycle time.
Suhner India | Bengaluru
Email: automation.in@suhner.com | Tel: +91-80-2783-1108
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Perfect, Precision, Progressive Machine Technology
HYUNDAI WIA Machine Tools pours its whole eﬀorts on every process
of production and distribution, covering from self-reliant designing to
manufacturing and after sales service.

rdable

The next generation aﬀo
CNC Lathe

E Series

E160 Series

• 45° slanted one-piece high rigidity
bed structure
• Unbeatable rapid travel speed: 30m/min
• The most reliable high speed servo turret
is adopted: 0.1sec/step
• Compact design, able to install within a
narrow space.

Machine Tools Line-Up

en.wiamachine.co.kr

•
•
•
•
•

CNC Lathe (Horizontal & Vertical)
Drill Tap Centers
Vertical Machining Centers
Horizontal Machining Centers
CNC Boring Machines

The Fastest, the Most Ver
satile
Vetical Machining Cente
r

Generation
Highly Efﬁcient Next
g Center
inin
ch
Ma
l
Horizonta

F Series

HS Series

F500D/600D
• High-precision P4 Angular Contact Bearing main spindle
• Dual Tables for high productivity
• Latest Servo ATC for fastest tool exchange in the class
• Latest SIEMENS 828D Controllers for various software
support

HS Series

• Heavy Duty Motion Roller Guidways
• Powerful Dual Wound Spindle Motor
• Heaviest Maximum load in its Class
• Big Plus Spindle (BBT)

HYUNDAI WIA India Ofﬁce

#4/169, Rajiv Gandhi Salai, (OMR), Kandanchavadi,
Chennai - 600 096, Tamilnadu, India
Tel. +91 44 3290 1719
Mob: +91 9840999094
e-mail. sales@hyundai-wia.com, service@hyundai-wia.com

